Paperbacks Winter 2016

Along Came a Rogue
9 781455 534050

by Harrington, Anna

Secret Life of Scoundrels Trilogy #2. Major Nathaniel Grey is free to bed whomever he wants, whenever he
chooses, and that's exactly how he likes it. His only loyalties are to country and the two friends he served with brothers he'd do anything for. So when one of them is gravely injured and asking for his little sister, Grey will
move heaven and earth to bring her home. He's greeted not by the gangly girl he remembers, but a stunningly
beautiful woman holding a loaded musket. And he's utterly captivated by her . .

Genre: AMERICAN LITERATURE
Publisher: Grand Central Publishing

ISBN-13:

9781455534050

Price: $8.49

Form: Mass Market

Pages: 352

Pub. Date: February 2016

Always
9 780062 019561

by Sands, Lynsay

Bastard daughter to the king, Rosamunde was raised in a convent and wholly prepared to take the veil…until
King Henry declared she would wed Aric, one of his most valiant knights. Suddenly she found herself
promising to love, honour, and obey. Rosamunde’s education had not covered a wedding night, but the
handsome warrior she was now bound to was intent on giving her a lesson in the art of pleasure. In no time,
Aric was certain she would surrender to the irresistible passion he promised.

Genre: FICTION ROMANCE HISTORICAL
Publisher: HarperCollins Publishers

ISBN-13:

9780062019561

Price: $9.99

Form: Mass Market

Pages: 400

Pub. Date: November 2015

Anything for You
9 780373 789085

by Higgins, Kristan

Blue Heron, Book 5. For 10 years, Connor O'Rourke has been waiting for Jessica Dunn to take their on-again,
off-again relationship public, and he thinks the time has come. His restaurant is thriving, she's got her dream job
at Blue Heron Vineyard - it's the perfect time to get married. When he pops the question, however, her answer is
a fond but firm no. If it ain't broke, why fix it? But this time, Connor says it's all or nothing. If she doesn't want
to marry him, he'll find someone who does. Maybe Jessica isn't quite as sure as she thinks…

Genre:
Publisher: Harlequin Enterprises, Limited

ISBN-13:

9780373789085

Price: $9.99

Form: Mass Market

Pages: 416

Pub. Date: December 2015

Apprentice: a Rizzoli and Isles Novel
9 781101 887400

by Gerritsen, Tess

REISSUE (7/03) & REPACKAGED IN PREMIUM MM. The 2nd book in the bestselling Rizzoli & Isles
series. A year has passed since the capture of the Surgeon, serial killer Warren Hoyt, yet the memory of his
brutal crimes continues to haunt Boston homicide detective Jane Rizzoli. Now she faces a new killer, a hunter
who preys on well-to-do couples. For Rizzoli the death scenes have a horrifying air of familiarity, especially
when she realizes that this new killer is copying one obscure element from Warren Hoyt's crimes.

Genre:
Publisher: Random House Publishing Group

ISBN-13:

9781101887400

Page: 1

Price: $12.99

Form: US-Tall Rack Paperback

Pages: 448

Pub. Date: January 2016
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Arsenic and Old Books
9 780425 277539

by James, Miranda

Cat in the Stacks Mystery #6. Lucinda Beckwith Long, the mayor of Athena, Mississippi, has donated a set of
Civil War-era diaries to the archives of Athena College. She would like librarian Charlie Harris to preserve and
substantiate them as a part of the Long family legacy - something that could benefit her son, Beck, as he
prepares to campaign for the state senate. But Beck’s biggest rival and a tenure-hungry history professor are
also determined to get her hands on the books. When all this interest turns deadly, Charlie is left with a
catalogue of questions to answer. Previously published HC 1/15
Genre: FICTION MYSTERY & DETECTIVE GENERAL
Publisher: Penguin Publishing Group

ISBN-13:

9780425277539

Price: $10.49

Form: Mass Market

Pages: 320

Pub. Date: February 2016

Baby Arrangement / Baby, I'm Yours / Baby, Be Mine
9 781492 622628

by Chase, Samantha

Just in time for Valentine's Day, an exciting REISSUE of all three novellas in the beloved Life, Love, and
Babies series. BABY ARRANGEMENT: When a baby is dropped at his doorstep and fatherhood is suddenly
thrust upon him, Derek Sloan is desperate for any help he can get. BABY, I'M YOURS: Three years after one
wild night, Nicole Taylor comes face-to-face with the man she had shared that night with. BABY, BE MINE:
With two infant twins left on his doorstep and no clue how to take care of them, Jake Knight reaches out to the
one woman whose heart he broke eight years earlier.
Genre:
Publisher: Sourcebooks, Incorporated

ISBN-13:

9781492622628

Price: $10.99

Form: Mass Market

Pages: 448

Pub. Date: February 2016

Beauty for Ashes and Heaven Is a Long Way Off
9 780765 382405

by Blevins, Win

REISSUE IN PREMIUM MM - Books 2 & 3 in the Rendezvous series now in one volume. BEAUTY FOR
ASHES (8/05) and HEAVEN IS A LONG WAY OFF (9/07) follow Sam Morgan, a Pennsylvania boy who ran
away from home and joined a party of fur trappers in the Rocky Mountains. Filled with action, danger, and
romance, this is a memorable story of a boy who becomes a man by necessity in the cruel, beautiful, unexplored
wilderness of the Old West.

Genre:
Publisher: Doherty Associates, LLC, Tom

ISBN-13:

9780765382405

Price: $11.99

Form: Mass Market

Pages: 624

Pub. Date: December 2015

Bengal'S Quest
9 780515 153996

by Leigh, Lora

A Breeds Novel #28. A rogue Bengal Breed, Graeme has loyalties to no one but himself and a need for
vengeance that surges through his veins - to exact a ruthless vendetta against those who wronged him, Breed
and human alike. All will suffer his wrath: those who created him, those who pretended to love him, and those
who betrayed him. That includes the one at the centre of it all: a seductive, enigmatic woman helpless against
the man whose desire is just as desperate as his need to destroy. Previously published HC 6/15

Genre:
Publisher: Berkley
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ISBN-13:

9780515153996

Page: 2

Price: $10.49

Form: Trade Paper

Pages: 0

Pub. Date: February 2016
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Best Friends Forever
9 781501 116513

by Weiner, Jennifer

Addie Downs and Valerie Adler will be best friends forever. That’s what Addie believes after Valerie moves
across the street when they’re both 9-years-old. But in the wake of betrayal during their teenage years, Val is
swept into the popular crowd, while mousy, sullen Addie becomes her school’s scapegoat. Flash-forward 15
years. When Addie opens her front door to find her long-gone best friend standing there, a terrified look on her
face and blood on the sleeve of her coat. “Something horrible has happened,” Val tells Addie, “and you’re the
only one who can help.” Previously published HC 7/09 & TP 5/10
Genre: FICTION HUMOROUS
Publisher: Pocket Books

ISBN-13:

9781501116513

Price: $9.99

Form: Mass Market

Pages: 448

Pub. Date: November 2015

Bet
9 781455 536696

by Van Dyken, Rachel

I have a proposition for you." Kacey should have run the minute those words left Seattle millionaire Jake Titus's
mouth. It's been years since Kacey's seen her childhood friend Jake, but the minute Jake mentions his ill
grandmother, Kacey is ready to do anything for the sweet old woman. Even If that means pretending they're
engaged. But Kacey wasn't counting on Jake's older brother Travis still being there. She's never forgotten the
way he teased and taunted her. Yet when they meet again, Travis's gorgeous smile is a direct hit to her heart.
Previously published TP 4/14
Genre:
Publisher: Grand Central Publishing

ISBN-13:

9781455536696

Price: $8.49

Form: Mass Market

Pages: 368

Pub. Date: January 2016

Bitter Remains : A Custody Battle, a Gruesome Crime, and the Mother Who Pai ...
9 780425 278482

by Fanning, Diane

PREMIUM MM. The hauntingly true story of a horrific crime that began in North Carolina and ended in Texas.
On July 13, 2011, Laura Jean Ackerson of Kinston, North Carolina disappeared. Two weeks later, detectives
searching for the missing mother discovered her dismembered body parts on the shores of Oyster Creek near
Richmond, Texas. Laura’s ex and his wife both accused each other of killing Laura, then dismembering and
disposing of her remains in Texas. Fanning also shares the story of the events leading to the crime, as well as
the trial that followed. Includes dramatic photos
Genre: MURDER NORTH CAROLINA
Publisher: Penguin Publishing Group

ISBN-13:

9780425278482

Price: $12.99

Form: US-Tall Rack Paperback

Pages: 416

Pub. Date: January 2016

Black Heart
9 781481 444552

by Black, Holly

Curse Workers Trilogy #3. Cassel Sharpe knows he’s been used as an assassin, but he’s trying to put all that
behind him. He’s trying to be good, even though he grew up in a family of con artists and cheating comes as
easily as breathing to him. He’s trying to do the right thing. And he’s trying to convince himself that working
for the government is the right choice, even though he’s been raised to believe they are the enemy of all curse
workers. Previously published HC 4/12. -- YA AGES 14+

Genre:
Publisher: Simon & Schuster Books For You

ISBN-13:

9781481444552

Page: 3

Price: $11.99

Form: Mass Market

Pages: 304

Pub. Date: November 2015
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Black Noon
9 780786 034734

by Fenady, Andrew J.

When their wagon breaks down in the desert, Reverend Jon Keyes and his ailing wife Lorna find themselves at
the mercy of blistering heat, punishing thirst, and circling buzzards. On the brink of death, they are rescued by
Caleb Hobbs and his beguiling daughter who take them to their home in San Melas. It’s a strange little town.
Everyone in the community is convinced that Jon’s been sent from heaven - that he’s capable of healing their
sick and saving their flock. But can he save these God-fearing folk from the gunslinger Moon?

Genre: AMERICAN LITERATURE
Publisher: Kensington Publishing Corporat

ISBN-13:

9780786034734

Price: $7.99

Form: Mass Market

Pages: 336

Pub. Date: November 2015

Blood Kiss : Black Dagger Legacy
9 780451 475329

by Ward, J. R.

A new spin-off series in the Black Dagger Brotherhood world. Paradise, blooded daughter of the king’s First
Advisor, is ready to break free from the restrictive life of an aristocratic female. Her strategy? Join the Black
Dagger Brotherhood’s training centre program and learn to fight for herself, think for herself… be herself. It’s a
good plan, until everything goes wrong. The schooling is unfathomably difficult, the other recruits feel more
like enemies than allies, and it’s very clear that the Brother in charge, Butch O’Neal, is having serious problems
in his own life. And that’s before she falls in love with a fellow classmate.
Genre:
Publisher: Penguin Publishing Group

ISBN-13:

9780451475329

Price: $10.49

Form: Mass Market

Pages: 432

Pub. Date: December 2015

Bloodshed of the Mountain Man
9 780786 031405

by Johnstone, William W.

Smoke Jensen has journeyed up to the Colorado Rockies to a sell a prized bull to a local rancher. Instead, the
rancher and his wife have been mercilessly slaughtered by outlaws only moments before Smoke’s arrival. In a
hail of bullets, Smoke pulverises two of the murderers and drags two others to the town of Brown Spur for
justice. Come hanging day, the two killers are on the way to the gallows when a thundering gang of raiders
crashes into town and rescues them from the jaws of death. When the bloody onslaught is over, dead bodies
litter the streets, and Smoke Jensen is a man on a mission.
Genre: AMERICAN LITERATURE
Publisher: Kensington Publishing Corporat

ISBN-13:

9780786031405

Price: $8.50

Form: Mass Market

Pages: 336

Pub. Date: November 2015

Body in the Birches
9 780062 310835

by Page, Katherine Hall

Faith Fairchild Mystery #23. July 4th is one of the hottest on record and even the breeze off Penobscot Bay
can’t seem to cool things down for Faith Fairchild and the rest of the folks on Sanpere Island. But the fireworks
are just beginning. After the celebrations are over, Faith discovers a body in the woods near The Birches, an
early 20th-century “cottage.” The body is identified as The Birches’ housekeeper, who seems to have
succumbed to a heart attack. And the death is only one of the dramatic events upending the historic house...
Previously published HC 7/15
Genre:
Publisher: HarperCollins Publishers
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ISBN-13:

9780062310835

Page: 4

Price: $9.99

Form: Mass Market

Pages: 352

Pub. Date: January 2016
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Breaking Point
9 780062 262349

by Bass, Jefferson

Body Farm #9. It’s been ten years since Dr. Bill Brockton created the Body Farm and the researcher is at the
pinnacle of his career. The FBI now wants him to identify the charred remains of a maverick millionaire, killed
in a fiery plane crash. But a storm is about to hit Brockton with cataclysmic force. First, his identification of the
crash victim is called into question. Then he receives a threatening message from the serial killer who attempted
to murder the scientist and his family a decade ago.

Genre: FICTION SUSPENSE
Publisher: HarperCollins Publishers

ISBN-13:

9780062262349

Price: $12.50

Form: Mass Market

Pages: 448

Pub. Date: November 2015

Caught by You
9 780062 372192

by Bernard, Jennifer

Love Between the Bases #2. Months of alternately flirting and bickering with Kilby Catfish catcher Mike Solo
just turned into the hottest kiss of Donna MacIntyre’s life - and that’s a major league complication. Any hint of
scandal could keep her from getting her son back from her well-connected ex. Then Mike comes up with a
game-changing idea: a marriage proposal that could help win her case - even as it jeopardizes her heart… Mike
hasn’t been able to get the gorgeous, gutsy redhead out of his fantasies. The least he can do is fix the mess he
helped create.
Genre:
Publisher: HarperCollins Publishers

ISBN-13:

9780062372192

Price: $9.99

Form: Mass Market

Pages: 384

Pub. Date: December 2015

Cavendon Women
9 781250 032379

by Bradford, Barbara Taylor

The stunning sequel to CAVENDON HALL follows the Inghams' and the Swanns' journey from a family
weekend in the summer of 1926 through to the devastation of the Wall Street crash of 1929. It all begins on a
summer weekend in July of 1926 when, for the first time in years, the earl has planned a family weekend. As
the family members come together, secrets, problems, joys, and sorrows are revealed. As old enemies come out
of the shadows and the Swanns' loyalty to the Inghams gets tested in ways none of them could have predicted,
it's up to the Cavendon women to band together. Previously published HC 3/15
Genre: FICTION HISTORICAL
Publisher: St. Martin's Press

ISBN-13:

9781250032379

Price: $10.99

Form: Mass Market

Pages: 512

Pub. Date: December 2015

Choice
9 781455 588985

by Sparks, Nicholas

REISSUE (4/09) NOW IN MOVIE TIE-IN EDITION. Travis Parker has everything a man could want: a good
job, loyal friends, even a waterfront home in small-town North Carolina. In full pursuit of the good life boating, swimming , and regular barbecues with his good-natured buddies -- he holds the vague conviction that
a serious relationship with a woman would only cramp his style. That is, until Gabby Holland moves in next
door. Spanning the eventful years of young love, marriage and family, THE CHOICE ultimately confronts us
with the most heart-wrenching question of all: how far would you go to keep the hope of love alive?
Genre:
Publisher: Grand Central Publishing

ISBN-13:

9781455588985

Page: 5

Price: $9.49

Form: Mass Market

Pages: 336

Pub. Date: December 2015
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Cold Betrayal
9 781476 745060

by Jance, J. A.

Ali Reynolds Thriller #10. Ali’s longtime friend and Taser-carrying nun, Sister Anselm, rushes to the bedside of
a young pregnant woman hospitalized for severe injuries after she was hit by a car on a deserted Arizona
highway. The girl had been running away from The Family, a polygamous cult with no patience for those who
try to leave its ranks. Something about her strikes a chord in Sister Anselm, reminding her of a case she worked
years before when another young girl wasn’t so lucky. Previously published HC 3/15. PREMIUM MM

Genre: REYNOLDS, ALI (FICTITIOUS CHARACTER) FICTIO

Price: $11.99

Form: Mass Market

Publisher: Pocket Books

Pages: 512

Pub. Date: December 2015

ISBN-13:

9781476745060

Cold Creek Christmas Story
9 780373 659258

by Thayne, Raeanne

A new Cowboys of Cold Creek story. Celeste Nicholas prefers to keep to herself in her hometown of Pine
Gulch, Idaho… That is, until one of her children's stories becomes a major success. Millionaire Flynn Delaney
has moved back home to help his little girl heal from losing her mother. Celeste holds some indefinable magic
for them both. Can Flynn find a family, and true love, in the one who got away?

Genre:
Publisher: Harlequin Enterprises, Limited

ISBN-13:

9780373659258

Price: $6.25

Form: Mass Market

Pages: 240

Pub. Date: November 2015

Comancheros
9 780786 033935

by Lodge, Stephen

Charley Sunday's Texas Outfit #3. With Christmas approaching, Charley is happy to welcome his grandson
Henry-Ellis for a visit to his West Texas ranch. The boy is old enough now to travel alone by rail - but nothing
can prepare him for the bullets and bloodshed waiting for him along the way. First, he witnesses a double
shooting on the train. Then, he sees his grandpa gun down a dangerous duo of jewel thieves in the streets. After
that, they stumble onto a train robbery in the making. But the real trouble starts when they get home for the
holidays…
Genre:
Publisher: Kensington Publishing Corporat

ISBN-13:

9780786033935

Price: $7.99

Form: Mass Market

Pages: 320

Pub. Date: January 2016

Compulsion
9 781250 038036

by Brennan, Allison

Max Revere Thriller #2. Investigative reporter Maxine Revere believes the five murders for which Adam
Bachman is being tried are just part of his killing spree. In probing the disappearance of a couple who vanished
the prior summer, Max develops a theory that Bachman wasn't working alone. Max wins a coveted interview
with the killer, and she leaves convinced that Bachman knows exactly what happened to the missing couple. As
Max gets closer to the truth, she doesn't realize that she's walking down a road that has been paved just for her.
Previously published HC 4/15
Genre: WOMEN JOURNALISTS FICTION
Publisher: St. Martin's Press

www.whitehots.com

ISBN-13:

9781250038036

Page: 6

Price: $9.99

Form: Mass Market

Pages: 480

Pub. Date: February 2016
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Controlled Burn
9 780373 002900

by Stacey, Shannon

Boston Fire #2. Rick Gullotti lives the good life, fighting fires and dating beautiful women - though none for
very long. And thanks to helping his elderly landlords, his rent is low. But when his concerns about their health
lead to a long-legged girl appearing on his doorstep, life as he knows it starts getting away from him. Jessica
Broussard has no interest in leaving sunny San Diego for the rougher side of Boston, but she's been dispatched
to deal with grandparents she's never met. She's wholly unprepared for the scruffy-but-hot danger-junkie
firefighter who lives upstairs.
Genre:
Publisher: Harlequin Enterprises, Limited

ISBN-13:

9780373002900

Price: $7.99

Form: Mass Market

Pages: 336

Pub. Date: November 2015

Cowboy Take Me Away
9 781250 060099

by Lane, Soraya

Texas Kings #2. As a veterinarian and single mother, Hope Walker knows how to handle most emergencies,
inside and out. But when she shows up at the sprawling cattle ranch belonging to Chase King - the young love
of her life - Hope finds herself in a state of panic: How could Chase be even hotter after all these years? And
why does Hope feel more attracted to him than ever? Chase can't believe that Hope - the gorgeous, brilliant
woman who disappeared after one blazing night of passion - has walked back into his life. After all this time he
still thinks of her as the one who got away. ..
Genre:
Publisher: St. Martin's Press

ISBN-13:

9781250060099

Price: $9.99

Form: Mass Market

Pages: 320

Pub. Date: December 2015

Dead Play On
9 780778 317500

by Graham, Heather

Cafferty & Quinn #3. Musicians are being murdered in New Orleans, but Arnie Watson apparently died by his
own hand. When Tyler Anderson plays the saxophone he inherited from Arnie, he believes he sees visions of
his friend's life—and death. He becomes convinced Arnie was murdered and that the instrument had something
to do with it, and with whatever's happening all over the city… Tyler knows his theory sounds crazy, so he
approaches Danni Cafferty, hoping she and Michael Quinn will find out what the cops couldn't. Or wouldn't.
Previously published HC 4/15
Genre: FICTION ROMANCE GENERAL
Publisher: Harlequin Enterprises, Limited

ISBN-13:

9780778317500

Price: $9.99

Form: Mass Market

Pages: 368

Pub. Date: November 2015

Death of a Bad Apple : A Food Festival Mystery
9 780451 467836

by Pike, Penny

Food Festival Mystery #3. Anxious to take a break from bustling San Francisco, Darcy Burnett and her Aunt
Abby pack up the food truck and head for the apple festival at Apple Valley, California. Aunt Abby is sure her
amazing almond apple tarts are going to be a big hit and Darcy can’t wait to collect more recipes for her food
truck cookbook. But when a fellow festival-goer is pared-down, Darcy must peel away the layers of the
mystery. Because an apple a day certainly isn’t keeping the killer away…

Genre:
Publisher: Penguin Publishing Group

ISBN-13:

9780451467836

Page: 7

Price: $10.49

Form: Mass Market

Pages: 320

Pub. Date: January 2016
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Death of a Liar
9 781455 504770

by Beaton, M.c.

Hamish Macbeth Mystery #30. Sergeant Hamish Macbeth is alarmed to receive a report from a woman in the
small village of Cronish in the Scottish Highlands. She has been brutally attacked and the criminal is on the
loose. But upon further investigation, Hamish discovers that she was lying about the crime. So when the same
woman calls him back about an intruder, he simply marvels at her compulsion to lie. This time, though, she is
telling the truth. Her body is found in her home and Hamish must sort through all of her lies to solve the crime.
Previously published HC 2/15
Genre: FICTION MYSTERY & DETECTIVE POLICE PROCEDUR

Price: $9.49

Form: Mass Market

Publisher: Grand Central Publishing

Pages: 320

Pub. Date: February 2016

ISBN-13:

9781455504770

Deep Freeze
9 781420 139334

by Jackson, Lisa

REISSUE (3/05) & REPACKAGED. Former movie star Jenna Hughes left Hollywood for an isolated farm in
Oregon to get away from fame. But someone has followed her - an obsessed fan whose letters are personal and
deeply disturbing. And while Jenna’s already shaken up by what she’s seen on paper, she’d be terrified if she
knew what Sheriff Shane Carter is investigating. It’s a shocking case that started with the discovery of a dead
woman in the woods. Now two more women are missing, one of whom bears a striking resemblance to Jenna…

Genre: FICTION ROMANCE SUSPENSE
Publisher: Kensington Publishing Corporat

ISBN-13:

9781420139334

Price: $9.99

Form: Mass Market

Pages: 512

Pub. Date: November 2015

Don't Look Back : A Novel
9 781250 068316

by Hurwitz, Gregg

A heart-stopping thriller. Eve Hardaway, newly single mother of one, is on a trip she's long dreamed of - a
rafting and hiking tour through the jungles and mountains in southern Mexico. Eve wanders off the trail, to a
house in the distance with a menacing man in the yard beyond it, throwing machetes at a human-shaped target.
Disturbed, Eve moves quickly and quietly back to her group. Now the man in the woods, on a deadly mission, is
after whoever was snooping around his house. Previously published HC 8/14. PREMIUM MM

Genre:
Publisher: St. Martin's Press

ISBN-13:

9781250068316

Price: $11.99

Form: US-Tall Rack Paperback

Pages: 448

Pub. Date: December 2015

Double Fudge Brownie Murder
9 780758 280411

by Fluke, Joanne

Hannah Swensen Mystery #18. Hannah is eager to clear her name once and for all, but her troubles only double
when she finds the judge bludgeoned to death with his own gavel - and Hannah is the number one suspect. Now
on trial in the court of public opinion, she sets out in search of the culprit and discovers that the judge made
more than a few enemies during his career. With time running out, Hannah will have to whip up her most clever
recipe yet to find a killer more elusive than the perfect brownie. . . Previously published HC 2/15

Genre: PRIVATE INVESTIGATORS FICTION
Publisher: Kensington Publishing Corporat

www.whitehots.com

ISBN-13:

9780758280411

Page: 8

Price: $8.99

Form: Mass Market

Pages: 400

Pub. Date: January 2016
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Duke of My Heart
9 781455 536795

by Bowen, Kelly

The new sexy and witty Season of Scandal series. Captain Maximus Harcourt, the unconventional tenth Duke of
Alderidge, can deal with tropical storms, raging seas, and the fiercest of pirates. But he's returned home from
his latest voyage to find a naked earl - quite inconveniently deceased - tied to his missing sister's bed. And he
has only one place to turn. Now he's at the mercy of the captivating Miss Ivory Moore of Chegarre &
Associates, known throughout London for smoothing over the most dire of scandals. Max has never in all his
life met a woman with such nerve. Canadian author - Winnipeg
Genre:
Publisher: Grand Central Publishing

ISBN-13:

9781455536795

Price: $7.49

Form: Mass Market

Pages: 352

Pub. Date: January 2016

Duke&#39;s First Son
9 781492 621560

by Ashford, Jane

Duke's Sons #1. Nathaniel Gresham, the handsome Viscount Hightower, lives a life devoted to familial duty. As
his father's eldest son, Nathaniel's identity remains the "Heir to the Duke of Langford." But this quiet, restrained
life changes the minute he marries sweet Lady Violet Devere. Oppressed by her family all her life, Violet is
longing for her marriage vows to be spoken. Though her arranged marriage to Nathaniel was not a match made
for love, they're both looking forward to the comparative freedom of married life.

Genre:
Publisher: Sourcebooks, Incorporated

ISBN-13:

9781492621560

Price: $10.99

Form: Mass Market

Pages: 352

Pub. Date: January 2016

Elfstones of Shannara (the Shannara Chronicles Book One) (TV Tie-In Edition ...
9 781101 886052

by Brooks, Terry

REISSUE (12/83) & REPACKAGED TV TIE-IN EDITION. Shannara Chronicles #1. Terry Brooks - one of
the most prolific and best-loved of the modern fantasy authors - is about to reach a whole new audience with the
debut of a television series on MTV based on his most beloved Shannara novels. In the far future, unbeknownst
to humankind, an apocalyptic war is brewing. Fearsome, vengeful demons rage at the boundaries of the world,
held at bay by a spell called The Forbidding. But now that barrier is dying.

Genre:
Publisher: Random House Publishing Group

ISBN-13:

9781101886052

Price: $10.49

Form: Mass Market

Pages: 576

Pub. Date: December 2015

Enemy
9 780440 245995

by Child, Lee

REISSUE (5/09) PREMIUM MM. Every story has to start somewhere, and Jack Reacher’s story starts right
here. THE ENEMY is the prequel that introduced Jack Reacher. Jack Reacher is a soldier and the son of a
soldier, a man who has served the army with bravery and valor. But when a two-star general is found dead,
Reacher is being set up as the fall guy. He doesn’t know who his enemies are, but if he’s not willing to go
quietly, he’ll have to fight men more powerful than he ever encountered on the battlefield - and Jack Reacher
never goes quietly…
Genre: FICTION THRILLERS
Publisher: Random House Publishing Group

ISBN-13:

9780440245995

Page: 9

Price: $11.99

Form: Mass Market

Pages: 496

Pub. Date: May 2009
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Enemy Inside : A Paul Madriani Novel
9 780062 328953

by Martini, Steve

Paul Madriani Thriller #14. Paul Madriani must come to the aid of young Alex Ives, who was implicated in a
deadly motor collision on a deserted Southern California highway. Though Alex swears he had only one drink,
all he remembers is that he was supposed to meet a sexy, mysterious woman at a house party. The next morning
he woke up in the hospital in police custody, charged with drunk driving and manslaughter. When he discovers
that Alex knew the deceased, a connected Washington, D.C., lawyer named Olinda Serna, Madriani realizes his
client could face a murder charge. Previously published HC 5/15. PREMIUM MM
Genre: MADRIANI, PAUL (FICTITIOUS CHARACTER) FICTI

Price: $12.50

Form: Mass Market

Publisher: HarperCollins Publishers

Pages: 528

Pub. Date: December 2015

ISBN-13:

9780062328953

Enraptured
9 781476 741109

by Camp, Candace

Secrets of the Loch #3. When Coll Munro finds himself supervising an archaeological dig on the sprawling
Highlands estate of Duncally, the handsome Scot’s only worry is his former crofter friends, who seem to delight
in making his job as hard as possible. Little does he know his biggest problem comes in a much smaller
package. Gorgeous Violet Thornhill is an exasperating, meddling bluestocking who came to the site to examine
the ruins and instead finds herself studying Coll. The unyielding Highlander and the headstrong English beauty
clash at every turn.
Genre:
Publisher: Pocket Books

ISBN-13:

9781476741109

Price: $10.99

Form: Mass Market

Pages: 384

Pub. Date: January 2016

Evening Stars
9 780778 318989

by Mallery, Susan

Blackberry Island #3. Small-town nurse Nina Wentworth has made a career out of being a caretaker. More of a
mom than their mother ever was, she sacrificed medical school so her sister could break free. Which is why she
isn't exactly thrilled to see Averil back on Blackberry Island, especially when Nina's life has suddenly
become…complicated. Nina has real life to deal with: she's unexpectedly juggling two men, Averil's marriage is
on the rocks, their mother is living life just as recklessly as she always has, and Nina's starting to realize that the
control she once had is slipping through her fingers.
Genre: MAN-WOMAN RELATIONSHIPS FICTION
Publisher: Harlequin Enterprises, Limited

ISBN-13:

9780778318989

Price: $9.99

Form: Mass Market

Pages: 384

Pub. Date: January 2016

Familiar Tail : A Witch's Cat Mystery
9 780451 476579

by James, Delia

Witch’s Cat Mystery #1! Unlucky-in-love artist Annabelle Britton decides that a visit to the seaside town of
Portsmouth, New Hampshire, is the perfect way to get over her problems. But when she stumbles upon a smoky
grey cat named Alastair, and follows him into a charming cottage, Annabelle finds herself in a whole spellbook
full of trouble. Suddenly saddled with a witch’s wand and a furry familiar, Annabelle soon meets a friendly
group of women who use their spells, charms, and potions to keep the people of Portsmouth safe. But despite
their gifts, the witches can’t prevent every wicked deed in town….
Genre: FICTION MYSTERY & DETECTIVE GENERAL
Publisher: Penguin Publishing Group

www.whitehots.com

ISBN-13:

9780451476579

Page: 10

Price: $10.49

Form: Mass Market

Pages: 336

Pub. Date: February 2016
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Fatal Burn
9 781420 139358

by Jackson, Lisa

REISSUE (2/06) & REPACKAGED, the 2nd book in the West Coast series. The police don’t believe Shannon
Flannery when she says someone is out there, watching her, trying to kill her. The only person on her side is
Travis Settler. The former Special Forces agent is convinced Shannon’s dark past has something to do with the
disappearance of his daughter, Dani - a child whose connection to Shannon is just the beginning of a
nightmare... Secrets have been kept from Shannon. Dark, dangerous, and very fatal secrets. Now, with no one to
trust but a man who has every reason to doubt her, Shannon’s determined to discover the shocking truth.
Genre:
Publisher: Kensington Publishing Corporat

ISBN-13:

9781420139358

Price: $9.99

Form: Mass Market

Pages: 512

Pub. Date: January 2016

Feel the Burn
9 781420 131611

by Aiken, G. A.

Dragon Kin #7. I, Gaius Domitus, one-eyed rebel dragon king of the Provinces, know that better than most,
since I have to fight off half my ungrateful family on a regular basis to keep law and order here in my lands. But
I never expected to have to consort with a barbarian human woman. Kachka is beautiful, if you like them fierce
- and of course I do. But she keeps complaining about how spoiled and decadent I am, and how a feared
Daughter of the Steppes has no time for foolish dragons.

Genre: AMERICAN LITERATURE
Publisher: Kensington Publishing Corporat

ISBN-13:

9781420131611

Price: $8.99

Form: Mass Market

Pages: 448

Pub. Date: November 2015

Finding Promise
9 781420 138917

by Dunn, Scarlett

McBride Brothers Trilogy # 2. She may be an heiress, but Parker Promise Sinclair cares more about living an
adventurous life than snaring a suitable husband. So it’s no surprise when she joins a Wyoming wagon trail only to survive a massacre that leaves her with no memory, a target on her back - and her abiding faith tested by
the only man who can possibly protect her. U.S. Marshal Jake McBride's instincts tell him the only way to keep
Promise alive is to take her along on his high-stakes cattle drive. But she soon proves she can ride and shoot
with the best of them...
Genre:
Publisher: Zebra

ISBN-13:

9781420138917

Price: $8.99

Form: Mass Market

Pages: 352

Pub. Date: December 2015

Flight of the Intruder
9 781250 085825

by Coonts, Stephen

REISSUE (6/06) NOW IN PREMIUM MM. The A-6 Intruder pilots: An elite cadre of Navy fliers, rowdy on
shore, restless on ship, hunters in the Vietnam skies . . . Jake Grafton is one of the best - a quiet man strapped
into the cockpit of a million-dollar killing machine, slamming through the air just below the speed of sound. But
after too many senseless missions, too many pointless deaths, Grafton is a man ready to explode. Suddenly,
with a renegade bombardier named Tiger, he's flying his Intruder deep into North Vietnam on one last, hell-bent
strike for honour - and victory!
Genre:
Publisher: St. Martin's Press

ISBN-13:

9781250085825

Page: 11

Price: $11.99

Form: US-Tall Rack Paperback

Pages: 512

Pub. Date: December 2015
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For His Pleasure
9 781250 059260

by Rock, Suzanne

Playboys of Boston #2. Tired of living a lie, Arianna Perconti runs from her own wedding ceremony and into
the arms of her family's fiercest rival, Jason Stone, hoping to cash in on her ‘friends-with-benefits' arrangement
and hide out from her angry family. Unfortunately, the more time she spends with the sexy hotelier, the more
she wants their casual affair to become something more. He's the adrenaline-filled escape she needs from her
boring life. Now if she can only get him to slow down enough to commit.

Genre:
Publisher: St. Martin's Press

ISBN-13:

9781250059260

Price: $9.99

Form: Mass Market

Pages: 352

Pub. Date: December 2015

Foreign Éclairs
9 780425 262405

by Hyzy, Julie

White House Chef Mystery #9. Things are about to really heat up for Ollie. News of a bombing and attempted
breakout at a federal prison reveals that the brother of a terrorist she helped defeat is back with a vengeance.
And after she gets mugged on her way home from work, the Secret Service won’t leave her side, fearing she is
now a target. When a White House staff member is murdered, officials rush to action over a possible security
breach. It may be time for Ollie to trade in her apron for a bullet-proof vest..

Genre:
Publisher: Penguin Publishing Group

ISBN-13:

9780425262405

Price: $10.49

Form: Mass Market

Pages: 304

Pub. Date: January 2016

Forever His Texas Bride
9 781492 602873

by Broday, Linda

The last book in the Bachelors of Battle Creek series. In 1879 Texas, handsome Brett Liberty is straddling two
worlds; he is unable to fully embrace his Iroquois blood or freely conform to a world made for white men. The
only time he finds peace is when he is with his mustangs…until he discovers rough-and-tumble Rayna Harper.
Having known little kindness in her lifetime, Rayna has built up a tough exterior. But Brett sees her heart buried
beneath the layers of hurt and fear. Though he could never expect a woman to share his troubled life, he's
completely taken by this red-haired beauty.
Genre:
Publisher: Sourcebooks, Incorporated

ISBN-13:

9781492602873

Price: $10.99

Form: Mass Market

Pages: 448

Pub. Date: November 2015

Ghoul's Guide to Love and Murder : A Ghost Hunter Mystery
9 780451 470126

by Laurie, Victoria

Ghost Hunter Mystery #10. The gang are back home in Boston, where their new film is sure to be a monster hit!
To promote the film, the studio is sponsoring a special exhibit of supernatural artifacts at a local museum.
Unfortunately, Gilley - whose mind is engaged with wedding plans - gets talked into donating the very dagger
that keeps the dangerous ghost Oruç and his pet demon locked down in the lower realms. Before M.J. can
recover the bewitched blade, there’s a murder and a heist at the museum, and the dagger is stolen.

Genre: FICTION MYSTERY & DETECTIVE GENERAL
Publisher: Penguin Publishing Group

www.whitehots.com

ISBN-13:

9780451470126

Page: 12

Price: $10.49

Form: Mass Market

Pages: 352

Pub. Date: January 2016
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Give It Up
9 781420 137330

by Foster, Lori

Three delicious tales of seduction and romance published together for the first time. SOME LIKE IT HOT Family practitioner Cary Rupert wants Nora Chilton so badly he can barely keep a hold of his stethoscope.
PLAYING DOCTOR - Dr. Axel Dean likes his women with sensual moxie, not virginal innocence. But when
Libby Preston won’t take no for an answer, Axel is more than willing to administer the cure… HE SEES YOU
WHEN YOU'RE SLEEPING - What Booker Dean wants for Christmas isn’t under the tree, it’s right next door.

Genre: AMERICAN LITERATURE
Publisher: Kensington Publishing Corporat

ISBN-13:

9781420137330

Price: $8.99

Form: Mass Market

Pages: 384

Pub. Date: November 2015

Give up the Ghost : A Haunted Home Renovation Mystery
9 780451 465818

by Blackwell, Juliet

Haunted Home Renovation Mystery #6. San Francisco millionaire Andrew Stirling wants to sell his Victorian
mansion, but an angry ghost keeps running off potential buyers. A famous psychic they’ve hired insists their
multi-million-dollar renovations have left the resident ghost extremely agitated. So contractor Mel Turner is
brought in to track down and replace some original features of the house. But when the beautiful psychic is
found stabbed, it appears someone had a very human motive for murder.

Genre:
Publisher: Penguin Publishing Group

ISBN-13:

9780451465818

Price: $10.49

Form: Mass Market

Pages: 336

Pub. Date: December 2015

Good, the Bad, and the Vampire
9 781402 274152

by Humphreys, Sara

Dead in the City #4. Trixie LaRoux is a pink-haired, punk rock, badass vampire with mad bartending skills.
Everyone in the coven think she's as tough as nails, but only her maker knows the truth; underneath the sultry
eye make-up and neon hair is a woman haunted by a past full of troubled relationships. Dakota Shelton is a
vampire with deadly, dangerous skills. But with a penchant for Johnny Cash, he's a good ol' Southern boy at
heart. Thrown together by mutual friends in New York City, Trixie has no idea what to do with Dakota's oldfashioned chivalry.
Genre:
Publisher: Sourcebooks, Incorporated

ISBN-13:

9781402274152

Price: $10.99

Form: Mass Market

Pages: 320

Pub. Date: January 2016

Goodnight Trail
9 780312 928155

by Compton, Ralph H.

REISSUE (8/92) Former Texas Rangers Benton McCaleb, Will Elliot, and Brazos Gifford ride with Charles
Goodnight as he rounds up thousands of ornery, unbranded cattle for the long drive to Colorado. From the
Trinity River brakes to Denver, they'll battle endless miles of flooded rivers, parched desert, and whiskeycrazed Comanches. And come face-to-face with Judge Roy Bean and legendary gunslingers like Clay Allison.
For McCaleb and his hard-riding crew, the drive is a fierce struggle against the perils of an untamed land. A
fight to the finish where the brave reach glory - or die hard.
Genre: FICTION WESTERNS
Publisher: St. Martin's Press

ISBN-13:

9780312928155

Page: 13

Price: $9.99

Form: Mass Market

Pages: 384

Pub. Date: August 1992
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Grace's Forgiveness
9 781420 137637

by Jebber, Molly

Keepsake Pocket Quilt #2. Grace Blauch is skilled at midwifery - and crafting quilts that help others pass on
messages of enduring family love. But a disfiguring birthmark keeps the young Amish woman from a husband
and home of her own - until Mark King arrives from another community. His helpfulness and independent
nature earn Grace’s respect. And he finds her outspoken ways and determination to do right irresistibly
appealing. Soon Grace is planning a wedding quilt of her very own… until her father discovers that Mark’s
shunned brother is hiding somewhere in town…
Genre:
Publisher: Kensington Publishing Corporat

ISBN-13:

9781420137637

Price: $8.99

Form: Mass Market

Pages: 320

Pub. Date: January 2016

Great Train Massacre : Matt Jensen the Last Mountain Man
9 780786 035779

by Johnstone, William W.

After surviving a brilliantly plotted murder attempt, the richest man in San Francisco is looking to hire the best
protection money can buy. Enter Matt Jensen, who, for the princely sum of $5000, agrees to escort the
millionaire and his very fetching daughter on a railway journey from Frisco to Chicago. There’s just one catch:
the world’s deadliest killers are coming along for the ride… In Provo, Utah, a knife-wielding assassin leads
Jensen on a life-or-death chase across the top of the train. In Cheyenne, Wyoming, a ruthless pair of hired guns
climb on board, ready to kill anyone who gets in their way.
Genre:
Publisher: Kensington Publishing Corporat

ISBN-13:

9780786035779

Price: $8.99

Form: Mass Market

Pages: 368

Pub. Date: January 2016

Guilty As Cinnamon
9 780425 271797

by Budewitz, Leslie Ann

Spice Shop Mysteries #2. Springtime in Seattle means tourist season, and Pepper’s Pike Place Spice Shop is
ready to handle the crowds - until one of Pepper’s potential clients, a young chef named Tamara Langston, is
found dead, poisoned by the dangerously hot ghost chili - a spice Pepper carries in her shop. Suddenly stuck in
the middle of a heated police investigation, Pepper will have to use all her senses to determine who wanted to
keep Tamara’s café closed - before someone else gets burned…

Genre:
Publisher: Penguin Publishing Group

ISBN-13:

9780425271797

Price: $10.49

Form: Mass Market

Pages: 304

Pub. Date: December 2015

Harder You Fall
9 780373 788927

by Showalter, Gena

Original Heartbreakers #3. Millionaire video-game creator Lincoln West has a dark and tragic past. The soughtafter bachelor lives by a rigid schedule and a single rule - one relationship per year, lasting no more than two
months. No exceptions. When he gave up the big city for a small town, he hoped to escape the worst of his
memories - until a brash beauty dredges up long-buried emotions. A reformed party girl, Jessie Kay Dillon is
determined to walk the straight and narrow. But her love-hate sizzle with West is just too irresistible.

Genre:
Publisher: Harlequin Enterprises, Limited
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ISBN-13:

9780373788927

Page: 14

Price: $9.99

Form: Mass Market

Pages: 432

Pub. Date: November 2015
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Harvest Moon
9 780778 317616

by Carr, Robyn

REISSUE (3/11) Virgin River #15. Rising sous-chef Kelly Matlock's sudden collapse at work is a wake-up call.
Disillusioned and burned out, she's retreated to her sister Jillian's house in Virgin River to rest and re-evaluate.
Puttering in Jill's garden and cooking with her heirloom vegetables is wonderful, but Virgin River is a far cry
from San Francisco. Kelly's starting to feel a little too unmotivated… until she meets Lief Holbrook. The
handsome widower looks more like a lumberjack than a sophisticated screenwriter - a combination Kelly finds
irresistible.
Genre:
Publisher: Harlequin Enterprises, Limited

ISBN-13:

9780778317616

Price: $9.99

Form: Mass Market

Pages: 336

Pub. Date: December 2015

Hello, Darkness
9 781416 537779

by Brown, Sandra

REISSUE (10/06) PREMIUM MM. For Paris Gibson, her popular late-night radio show is both an escape and
her one real contact with the outside world. To her loyal listeners, she is a wise and trusted friend who not only
takes their requests but listens to their problems and occasionally dispenses advice. Paris’s world of isolation is
shattered when one listener - a man who identifies himself only as “Valentino” - tells her that the girl he loves
jilted him because of Paris's on-air advice. Now he intends to exact his revenge: first he plans to kill the girl then he will come after Paris.
Genre: YOUNG WOMEN FICTION
Publisher: Pocket Star

ISBN-13:

9781416537779

Price: $11.99

Form: TK

Pages: 560

Pub. Date: October 2006

Hot Alphas
9 780312 389147

by Leigh, Lora

Four alpha men. One irresistible, scandalous collection. In ERIN'S KISS by Lora Leigh, ex-Marine Turk has
become Erin's sworn protector. In MISTAKEN by Laurelin McGee, Jaylene is an independent woman whose
feminist values run deep. The last thing she wants is a man telling her what to do. Until she meets her
mysterious new neighbour. In BURN FOR ME by Shiloh Walker, Tate longs to spend his nights with Ali, a
woman he's loved for years. In TANGLED by Kate Douglas, Nate shows up to work at Tangled Vineyards
ready to do what he loves best - craft award-winning wines... or so he thinks! Previously published TP 5/15
Genre: EROTIC STORIES
Publisher: St. Martin's Press

ISBN-13:

9780312389147

Price: $9.99

Form: Mass Market

Pages: 384

Pub. Date: December 2015

Hot Pursuit : A Stone Barrington Novel
9 780451 473103

by Woods, Stuart

When Stone Barrington meets a gorgeous pilot, their travels together lead them from Wichita to Europe, but
trailing them is some unwanted baggage: his new lady love’s unstable, criminal ex-boyfriend. And while Stone
is fending off his newest adversary, trouble is brewing on the international stage. Several enemy operatives are
at large, and only a coordinated intelligence effort will have any chance of stopping their deadly plot. But the
clock is ticking…and time has nearly run out. Previously published HC 4/15. PREMIUM MM

Genre:
Publisher: Penguin Publishing Group

ISBN-13:

9780451473103

Page: 15

Price: $12.99

Form: US-Tall Rack Paperback

Pages: 416

Pub. Date: December 2015
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How to Rescue a Rake
9 781402 287824

by Fresina, Jayne

Book Club Belles Society #3. Diana, newly single after breaking off her engagement, is acutely aware of the
fact that she is now at the old age of 27 - long past the desirable marriage age for England's bachelorettes. But
this realization becomes truly unbearable when Nathaniel Sherringham, a man whose proposal she once
rejected, returns to town. His recently acquired wealth has the town spinning with gossip, and the most
interesting story revolves around his announcement to marry a "suitable girl between the ages of 15 and 25."

Genre:
Publisher: Sourcebooks, Incorporated

ISBN-13:

9781402287824

Price: $10.99

Form: Mass Market

Pages: 384

Pub. Date: January 2016

How to Seduce a Scot
9 781492 612872

by English, Christy

Broadswords and Ballrooms Book 1. Determined to find a husband for his unruly sister, Highlander Alexander
Waters strides into prim Regency ballrooms searching for a biddable English lord. To his surprise, his presence
in the ton causes quite a stir, but in the process opens his eyes to the most beautiful woman he's ever seen.
Debutante Catherine Middlebrook is also on the prowl for a man to marry - a man with money, specifically. But
when Alexander witnesses her preference in throwing knives over having tea, he knows the prim Catherine is as
wild as the Highlands themselves.
Genre:
Publisher: Sourcebooks, Incorporated

ISBN-13:

9781492612872

Price: $10.99

Form: Mass Market

Pages: 384

Pub. Date: November 2015

How to Wrangle a Cowboy
9 781402 283727

by Kennedy, Joanne

Cowboys of Decker Ranch #3. Lindsey Ward is shocked when her grandfather leaves his ranch to her, complete
with a ranch foreman who's difficult and annoyingly attractive. Lindsey thinks she has no choice but to sell the
ranch, but Shane Lockhart is determined to change her mind… Shane is determined that working and living at
the Ward ranch is the only way to raise his young son properly. In order to stay at the ranch he calls home,
Shane will have to warm the heart of the most stubborn, appealing woman he's ever met - opening up his own
heart in the process.
Genre:
Publisher: Sourcebooks, Incorporated

ISBN-13:

9781402283727

Price: $10.99

Form: Mass Market

Pages: 384

Pub. Date: February 2016

Hunter
9 781250 076069

by Byrne, Kerrigan

Christopher Argent is London's deadliest hitman, never failing to take down a mark. That is, until a contract on
the life of the stunningly beautiful actress Millie LeCour causes him to stay his hand. Overwhelmed by the
passion that simmers between them, he cannot complete his mission. But the intricacies of her situation run
deep, and he will be bound to Millie as danger closes in. Millie is torn by the rush of fear - and surge of desire she feels when she learns who Christopher is. But her pathway to safety leads her straight to his sinful arms..

Genre:
Publisher: St. Martin's Press
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ISBN-13:

9781250076069
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Price: $9.99

Form: Mass Market

Pages: 432

Pub. Date: February 2016
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I, Ripper : A Novel
9 781476 764863

by Hunter, Stephen

Dripping with intrigue, atmosphere, and diabolical twists, this is a magnificent psychological thriller. I, RIPPER
is a vivid reimagining of Jack the Ripper’s personal story entwined with that of an Irish journalist who covered
the case, knew the principals, charted the investigation, and at last, stymied, went off in a bold new direction.
These two men stalk each other through a city twisted in fear of the madman’s blade, a cat-and-mouse game
that brings to life the sounds and smells of the fleshpot tenderloin of Whitechapel and all the lurid acts that
fuelled the Ripper headlines. Previously published HC 5/15. PREMIUM MM
Genre: FICTION THRILLERS
Publisher: Pocket Books

ISBN-13:

9781476764863

Price: $11.99

Form: Mass Market

Pages: 432

Pub. Date: December 2015

Ice Cold
9 781101 887387

by Gerritsen, Tess

REISSUE (4/11) & REPACKAGED PREMIUM MM. Rizzoli & Isles #8. Something terrible has happened in
the snowbound village of Kingdom Come, Wyoming, where twelve eerily identical houses stand dark and
abandoned. Meals remain untouched on dining room tables, cars are still in garages, and the town’s residents
have vanished into thin air. This is the disturbing setting where vacationing medical examiner Maura Isles and
her traveling companions find themselves trapped during a ferocious snowstorm. Thinking they’ve found a safe
haven, they soon realize that they are not alone in the valley….someone is watching.
Genre: FICTION MYSTERY & DETECTIVE WOMEN SLEUTHS

Price: $12.99

Form: US-Tall Rack Paperback

Publisher: Random House Publishing Group

Pages: 448

Pub. Date: November 2015

ISBN-13:

9781101887387

In Search of Scandal
9 781492 623502

by Lord, Susanne

Traumatized by a disastrous journey in far-off Tibet, Will Repton has returned to London to recuperate. After
narrowly escaping death, love is the last thing on his mind. But then Miss Charlotte Baker appears, flashing her
sparkling eyes and perfect smile, and Will finds his nightmares of Tibet replaced with sweet dreams of this
lovely young woman. Charlotte, however, is on her own quest to discover a suitable bachelor who can continue
the family name.

Genre:
Publisher: Sourcebooks, Incorporated

ISBN-13:

9781492623502

Price: $10.99

Form: Mass Market

Pages: 416

Pub. Date: November 2015

Indian Ring
9 780425 266557

by Bendell, Don

A spy has infiltrated President Grant’s administration. The best man to weed him out: Joshua Strongheart, a half
-Lakota warrior/half-white lawman of national repute. But luck isn’t on Strongheart’s side. As soon as word
gets out that he’s on the job, a group of well-trained shooters are on his trail. Ronald M. Hartwell once worked
for the Secretary of War, but he is now the leader of the Indian Ring - a deadly syndicate of criminals out to
decimate the native world.

Genre:
Publisher: Penguin Publishing Group

ISBN-13:

9780425266557

Page: 17

Price: $8.99

Form: Mass Market

Pages: 256

Pub. Date: January 2016
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Into the Fury
9 781420 139006

by Martin, Kat

First in a brand-new series. A faceless menace is threatening lingerie models on a cross country tour, and Ethan
Brodie is there to defend and protect. Ethan’s learned the hard way that beauty is no substitute for character. So
even though Valentine Hart is one of the most breathtaking women he’s ever seen, he’s keeping his hands off
and his eyes open. Or that’s what he tells himself. Then one of the models is murdered, and the closer Ethan
gets to the answers, the closer he finds himself to Valentine - and the hotter the pressure feels.

Genre:
Publisher: Kensington Publishing Corporat

ISBN-13:

9781420139006

Price: $8.99

Form: Mass Market

Pages: 368

Pub. Date: January 2016

It Happened One Autumn
9 780060 562496

by Kleypas, Lisa

REISSUE (9/05) It Happened at the Ball... Where beautiful but bold Lillian Bowman quickly learned that her
independent American ways weren't entirely "the thing." And the most disapproving of all was insufferable,
snobbish, and impossible Marcus, Lord Westcliff, London's most eligible aristocrat. It Happened in the
Garden… When Marcus shockingly - and dangerously - swept her into his arms. Lillian was overcome with a
consuming passion for a man she didn't even like. Time stood still..

Genre: FICTION ROMANCE HISTORICAL
Publisher: HarperCollins Publishers

ISBN-13:

9780060562496

Price: $8.99

Form: Mass Market

Pages: 400

Pub. Date: September 2005

Jeopardy : A Game of Chance Loving Evangeline
9 780373 789108

by Howard, Linda

REISSUE of two fan-favourite tales of romance and suspense. GAME OF CHANCE (5/08) - On the trail of a
vicious criminal, agent Chance Mackenzie finds the perfect bait for his trap: the target's daughter, Sunny Miller.
Chance makes himself the only man she can trust, and then arranges for her elusive father to find out about
them. LOVING EVANGELINE (5/08) - There's no doubt that the woman calling herself Evie Shaw is the key
to the high-tech conspiracy that's threatening Robert Cannon's computer company. But trailing her into the heart
of a long, hot Southern summer, he finds himself questioning everything he thought he knew.
Genre:
Publisher: Harlequin Enterprises, Limited

ISBN-13:

9780373789108

Price: $9.99

Form: Mass Market

Pages: 544

Pub. Date: January 2016

Jilting the Duke
9 781420 140866

by Miles, Rachael

Aidan Somerville, Duke of Forster, is a rake, a spy, and a soldier, richer than sin and twice as handsome. Now
he is also guardian to his deceased best friend’s young son. The choice makes perfect sense - except that the
child’s mother is the lovely Sophia Gardiner, to whom Aidan was engaged before he went off to war. When the
news reached him that she had married another, his ship had not yet even left the dock. Sophia does not expect
Aidan to understand or forgive her. She’s prepared for coldness, even vengeance - but not for the return of the
heedless lust she and Aidan tumbled into 10 years ago.
Genre:
Publisher: Kensington Publishing Corporat
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Price: $5.99

Form: Mass Market

Pages: 384

Pub. Date: January 2016
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Keep on Loving You
9 780373 789115

by Ridgway, Christie

Cabin Fever #4. Mackenzie Walker has everything a single girl needs in her California mountain hometown.
Family, friends, a thriving business… and memories of Zan Elliott, whose touch - and betrayal - she's never
forgotten. Now, ten years after he left town, Zan returns to manage his late grandfather's estate…and flip Mac's
life upside down. Documentary filmmaking has taken Zan all over the globe, yet nowhere was far enough away
to make him forget Mac. Seeing her reignites their incredible chemistry...

Genre:
Publisher: Harlequin Enterprises, Limited

ISBN-13:

9780373789115

Price: $9.99

Form: Mass Market

Pages: 416

Pub. Date: January 2016

Kill and Tell
9 780743 475488

by Howard, Linda

REISSUE (10/03) & REPACKAGED. Still reeling from her mother’s recent death, Karen Whitlaw is stunned
when she receives a package containing a mysterious notebook from her estranged father. Then, a shocking
phone call: Karen’s father has been murdered on the gritty streets of New Orleans. For homicide detective Marc
Chastain, something about the case of a murdered homeless man just doesn’t add up - especially after he meets
the victim’s daughter. Far from the cold woman he expected, Karen Whitlaw is warm and passionate. She is
also in serious danger...
Genre: FICTION SUSPENSE
Publisher: Pocket Star

ISBN-13:

9780743475488

Price: $10.99

Form: Mass Market

Pages: 320

Pub. Date: October 2003

Kiss Me in Christmas
9 781455 588060

by Mason, Debbie

Christmas, Colorado Book 6. Actress Chloe O'Connor has become America's sweetheart, but back in little
Christmas, Colorado, she's still remembered as a shy, awkward schoolgirl. And there's no one she dreads (and
secretly wants) to see more than her high school crush, Easton McBride. Just one look from the former star
quarterback and it's like she's instantly transformed from daytime drama queen to tongue-tied teenager. She's
kissed Hollywood actors and famous cover models, so she can certainly play it cool while turning up the heat,
right?
Genre:
Publisher: Grand Central Publishing

ISBN-13:

9781455588060

Price: $7.49

Form: Mass Market

Pages: 352

Pub. Date: February 2016

Ladies' Man
9 780373 010363

by Mallery, Susan

REISSUE of two reader-favourites. LADIES' MAN by Susan Mallery - Rachel Harper was a kindergarten
teacher. She was definitely not a one-night stand kind of girl. But that was exactly what she'd done - she'd
picked up a charming guy in a bar and brought him home. SOME KIND OF WONDERFUL by Sarah Morgan Her whole life, Brittany Forrest has dreamed of adventure. And at the age of 18, she thought she'd found it
when she married bad boy Zachary Flynn. But after just ten days, their whirlwind marriage went up in smoke.
Now, the daredevil pilot is back on Puffin Island. The sparks between them are as powerful as ever.
Genre:
Publisher: Harlequin Enterprises, Limited

ISBN-13:

9780373010363

Page: 19

Price: $7.99

Form: Mass Market

Pages: 608

Pub. Date: December 2015
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Last One Home : A Novel
9 780553 391909

by Macomber, Debbie

Growing up, Cassie Carter and her sisters, Karen and Nichole, were incredibly close - until one fateful event
drove them apart. After high school, Cassie ran away from home to marry the wrong man, throwing away a
college scholarship and breaking her parents’ hearts. Now 31, Cassie is back in Washington, living in Seattle
with her daughter and hoping to leave her past behind. Despite the strides Cassie’s made, she hasn’t been able
to make peace with her sisters. Then one day, Cassie receives a letter from Karen, offering what Cassie thinks
may be a chance to reconcile. Previously published HC 3/15
Genre: FICTION FAMILY LIFE
Publisher: Random House Publishing Group

ISBN-13:

9780553391909

Price: $10.49

Form: Mass Market

Pages: 416

Pub. Date: December 2015

Lucky Shot
9 780373 788552

by Daniels, B. J.

Montana Hamiltons #3. When hotshot reporter Max Malone gets a rare shot of Buckmaster Hamilton with a
blonde woman near Beartooth, Montana, he chases down one of the senator's daughters to verify that the
woman is his supposedly long-dead first wife. But Kat Hamilton won't give him the time of day, let alone any
information about her mother. With his tousled blond hair, sexy stubble and an old straw cowboy hat topping
off his long, lean frame, Kat can just tell Max isn't used to female sources denying him anything. But when her
own life is put in jeopardy, it's Max who comes to her rescue.
Genre:
Publisher: Harlequin Enterprises, Limited

ISBN-13:

9780373788552

Price: $9.99

Form: Mass Market

Pages: 368

Pub. Date: November 2015

Mackenzie's Heroes : Mackenzie's Family Returns in a Pair of Fan-Favorite S ...
9 780373 784981

by Howard, Linda

REISSUE (11/09) of two timeless Mackenzie tales of romance and suspense. MACKENZIE'S PLEASURE Navy SEAL Zane Mackenzie is a pro. No mission has ever gotten the better of him…until now. Saving the
ambassador's gorgeous daughter, Barrie Lovejoy, is textbook - except for their desperate night of passion.
MACKENZIE'S MAGIC - Talented trainer Maris Mackenzie is wanted for horse theft, but with no memory of
that fateful day, she has little chance of proving her innocence or eluding the villains behind the prize stallion's
disappearance. Her only hope for salvation? The handsome stranger in her bed.
Genre:
Publisher: Harlequin Enterprises, Limited

ISBN-13:

9780373784981

Price: $9.99

Form: Mass Market

Pages: 384

Pub. Date: November 2015

Mafia Hit Man's Daughter
9 780786 038701

by Scarpa, Linda

Linda Scarpa had the best toys, the nicest clothes, and a close-knit family. Yet classmates avoided her; boys
wouldn’t date her. Eventually she learned why: they were afraid of her father. A made man in the Colombo
crime family, Gregory Scarpa, Sr. was a stone-cold killer nicknamed the “Grim Reaper.” But to Linda, he was
also a loving, devoted father who played video games with her for hours. In riveting detail, she reveals what it
was like to grow up in the violent world of the mob and to come to grips with the truth about her father and the
devastation he wrought. Includes 16-pages of dramatic photos.
Genre:
Publisher: Kensington Publishing Corporat
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ISBN-13:

9780786038701

Page: 20

Price: $8.99

Form: Mass Market

Pages: 288

Pub. Date: December 2015
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Man of His Own
9 781250 080530

by Wilson, Susan

Rick Stanton was once a promising professional baseball player, but WWII changed everything. Rick returns
home with his body broken and his dreams shattered. He and his wife Francesca volunteered their dog Pax for
the Army's K-9 Corp. Keller Nicholson is the soldier who fought the war with Pax by his side, and he hopes the
Stantons will let him keep Pax. Instead, they offer Keller a job as Rick's live-in aide. As they try to build a new
life, Keller and Francesca find themselves drawn to each other, and struggle to keep their attraction at bay.
Previously published HC 9/13
Genre:
Publisher: St. Martin's Press

ISBN-13:

9781250080530

Price: $9.99

Form: Mass Market

Pages: 384

Pub. Date: December 2015

Manning Brides : Marriage of Inconvenience Stand-In-Wife
9 780778 318606

by Macomber, Debbie

REISSUE of two beloved Manning family tales now in one volume. MARRIAGE OF INCONVENIENCE
(3/92) - Rich Manning and Jamie Warren have always been friends - and nothing but friends. However, that
changes when she asks him to father the child she so desperately wants. Rich agrees - if she'll marry him.
STAND-IN WIFE (5/92) - Paul Manning, a grieving widower with three small children, turns to Leah Baker for
help and comfort. When that comfort begins to grow into something else, Paul discovers that he wants more
than a Stand-In Wife!
Genre:
Publisher: Harlequin Enterprises, Limited

ISBN-13:

9780778318606

Price: $9.99

Form: Mass Market

Pages: 448

Pub. Date: December 2015

Manning Grooms : Bride on the Loose Same Time, Next Year
9 780778 318644

by Macomber, Debbie

REISSUE of two classic stories in one volume. BRIDE ON THE LOOSE (6/92) - Jason Manning is content
with his life as a bachelor, a slob and a sports fan. Then a precocious teen named Carrie Weston decides to play
matchmaker, introducing him to her mother. To his relief, Charlotte is as uninterested in marriage as he is. But
Jason's feelings start to change once he gets to know her. SAME TIME, NEXT YEAR (1/95) - James Wilkens
was almost a Manning groom - because he almost married one of the Manning sisters. With that broken
engagement behind him, he spends New Year's Eve in Las Vegas…where he meets Summer Lawton.
Genre:
Publisher: Harlequin Enterprises, Limited

ISBN-13:

9780778318644

Price: $9.99

Form: Mass Market

Pages: 464

Pub. Date: January 2016

Manning Sisters : The Cowboy's Lady the Sheriff Takes a Wife
9 780778 318385

by Macomber, Debbie

REISSUE of two reader-favourite stories. COWBOY'S LADY (10/90) - When Taylor Manning accepts a
teaching job in Cougar Point, Montana, she discovers that life there is very different from life in Seattle. So are
the men! She soon notices a handsome, opinionated, stubborn rancher named Russ Palmer, and he notices her.
SHERIFF TAKES A WIFE (1/08) - The first day Christy Manning visits her sister, Taylor, she meets Sheriff
Cody Franklin. To Christy's shock - and Cody's - they're immediately attracted to each other. Intensely
attracted.
Genre:
Publisher: Harlequin Enterprises, Limited

ISBN-13:

9780778318385

Page: 21

Price: $9.99

Form: Mass Market

Pages: 432

Pub. Date: November 2015
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Mercury and Prometheans
9 780765 385499

by Bova, Ben

REISSUE of two SF classics, now available together for the first time in PREMIUM MM. MERCURY (2/06) The planet closest to our Sun is a barren, heat-scorched world. There are those who hope to find wealth in its
desolation. But all three of these men are unaware of their shared history, of their connection to the collapse of a
geosynchronous space elevator a generation ago, and of the man who now seeks his revenge. PROMETHEANS
(9/86) - Discover the pioneers whose technologic genius fuels our dreams--and our future. The man who tamed
hurricanes and the man whose vision of orbital immortality lost him all he loved on Earth.
Genre:
Publisher: Doherty Associates, LLC, Tom

ISBN-13:

9780765385499

Price: $11.99

Form: Mass Market

Pages: 608

Pub. Date: December 2015

Midnight Taxi Tango : A Bone Street Rumba Novel
9 780425 275993

by Older, Daniel José

Bone Street Rumba #2. Carlos Delacruz straddles the line between the living and the not-so alive. As an agent
for the Council of the Dead, he eliminates ghostly problems for the flesh-and-blood residents of Brooklyn. This
time it’s a string a gruesome paranormal accidents in Von King Park. And they’re putting Carlos’s friend Kia
on edge. In fact, she’s starting to see ghosts. And the situation is far more sinister than that - because whatever
is bringing out the dead, it’s only just getting started.

Genre:
Publisher: Penguin Publishing Group

ISBN-13:

9780425275993

Price: $10.49

Form: Mass Market

Pages: 336

Pub. Date: January 2016

Midnight Wrangler
9 781420 136234

by Johnson, Cat

Midnight Cowboys #2. Rohn Lerner is a successful Oklahoma rancher. But losing his wife five years ago wore
him thin. He’s not ready to date, but he needs someone to share a meal with as badly as someone to warm his
bed. Bonnie Martin fled her Oklahoma home years ago, leaving behind her abusive father, and Rohn, the lost
love she never forgot. Now she’s back to settle her father’s estate, but she has no idea that she’s about to bump
into Rohn or that they’ll fall for each other all over again.

Genre: AMERICAN LITERATURE
Publisher: Kensington Publishing Corporat

ISBN-13:

9781420136234

Price: $8.99

Form: Mass Market

Pages: 368

Pub. Date: November 2015

Montana Creeds: Tyler
9 780373 788972

by Miller, Linda Lael

REISSUE (4/09) Whether winning championship belt buckles or dealing with Hollywood types, former rodeo
star Tyler Creed can handle anything. Except being in the same place as his estranged brothers. Yet here they
are, all three of them, back in Stillwater Springs. They're barely talking but, despite that, they're trying to restore
the old Creed ranch. Lily Kenyon knows all about family estrangements and secrets. The single mom has come
home to set things right and to put down roots for her daughter. The last person she expects to see is Tyler
Creed, whom she's loved since childhood.
Genre:
Publisher: Harlequin Enterprises, Limited
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9780373788972
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Price: $9.99

Form: Mass Market

Pages: 368

Pub. Date: November 2015
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Morcai Battalion: Invictus
9 780373 779666

by Palmer, Diana

Morcai Battalion #3. For almost three years, Dtimun, the enigmatic and mysterious Cehn-Tahr commander of
the Morcai Battalion, has been at war not only with the Rojok Dynasty…but also with his feisty medical chief
of staff, Dr. Madeline Ruszel. Now a surprising visitor from the future has charged them with the rescue of the
enemy, field marshal Chacon. To ensure success, both Madeline and Dtimun must make personal sacrifices and
attempt a dangerous mission behind enemy lines. Sparks fly as each twist and turn throws them closer together.

Genre:
Publisher: Harlequin Enterprises, Limited

ISBN-13:

9780373779666

Price: $9.99

Form: Mass Market

Pages: 256

Pub. Date: November 2015

Motive : An Alex Delaware Novel
9 780345 541390

by Kellerman, Jonathan

The latest Alex Delaware thriller, following KILLER. A much loved woman's dead body is found in her
apartment, victim of horrendous overkill even as her dining room table is perfectly set for a romantic dinner.
Turns out her devoted boyfriend has an alibi and, with few clues leading to a suspect, LAPD's Lieutenant Milo
Sturgis calls in psychologist Alex Delaware for help. Then another woman's shot execution style. As the body
count builds, Alex and Milo make the horrible realization that they're dealing with a diabolically manipulative
killer intent on playing a twisted game. Previously published HC 2/15. PREMIUM MM
Genre:
Publisher: Random House Publishing Group

ISBN-13:

9780345541390

Price: $12.99

Form: US-Tall Rack Paperback

Pages: 400

Pub. Date: December 2015

Murder at the FBI
9 780062 391773

by Truman, Margaret

REISSUE (5/86) & REPACKAGED - Capital Crimes #6. Special agent George Pritchard was no one’s
favourite at the FBI. But when his murdered body is found hanging behind the target at the Bureau’s own firing
range, with 200 astonished tourists looking on, a special investigation is ordered. Heading up the search for
Pritchard’s killer are Ross Lizenby and Christine Saksis. Juggling their own love affair with the high-pressure
demands of a round-the-clock investigation, the pair starts looking for answers - only to find that the upper
echelons of the Bureau want questions kept to a minimum.
Genre:
Publisher: WITNESS

ISBN-13:

9780062391773

Price: $9.99

Form: Mass Market

Pages: 336

Pub. Date: November 2015

Murder in Georgetown
9 780062 391780

by Truman, Margaret

REISSUE (5/87) & REPACKAGED - Capital Crimes #7. When the corpse of a young woman is found floating
down Washington's C&O Canal, everyone is shocked to learn the victim is none other than Valerie Frolich - a
senator's daughter, Georgetown graduate, and a rising star in the cutthroat world of investigative journalism.
Washington Post reporter Joe Potamos is good at unearthing the skeletons in the nation's capital, so when he's
assigned the Frolich story, he immediately senses this case is rife with secrets.

Genre:
Publisher: WITNESS

ISBN-13:

9780062391780

Page: 23

Price: $9.99

Form: Mass Market

Pages: 336

Pub. Date: November 2015
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Murder Most Finicky
9 781496 700179

by Mugavero, Liz

Pawsitively Organic Mystery #4. The dog days of summer have arrived in the small town of Frog Ledge,
Connecticut, and business is booming for Kristan “Stan” Connor. Her Pawsitively Organic pet food has even
caught the attention of celebrity pastry chef Sheldon Allyn, who helps Stan open a fancy pet pastry shop in Frog
Ledge. A partnership is born, and Sheldon invites Stan to Newport, Rhode Island, for an appreciation weekend
he’s hosting for all his independent chefs. But the gourmet getaway turns sour when one of the chefs turns up
dead, and a second one goes missing. . .
Genre: AMERICAN LITERATURE
Publisher: Kensington Publishing Corporat

ISBN-13:

9781496700179

Price: $8.99

Form: Mass Market

Pages: 352

Pub. Date: December 2015

Murder Most Howl
9 780425 262573

by Davis, Krista

Paws and Claws Mystery #3. Holly’s in charge, but running the Sugar Maple Inn might be more challenging
than she realized. Wagtail’s throwing a weekend-long murder mystery game to draw in tourists during the slow
season, the inn has a full house, and a blizzard is on the way. Trouble is unleashed the night the game begins,
when the storm blows in and the lights go out. It gets worse the following morning when Holly’s Jack Russell
terrier, Trixie, discovers a body - one that’s actually dead.

Genre: FICTION MYSTERY & DETECTIVE GENERAL
Publisher: Penguin Publishing Group

ISBN-13:

9780425262573

Price: $10.49

Form: Mass Market

Pages: 290

Pub. Date: November 2015

My Kind of Wonderful
9 781455 586783

by Shalvis, Jill

Cedar Ridge #2. Bailey Moore has an agenda: skiing in the Rockies, exploring castles in Europe, ballroom
dancing in Argentina. Now that she has a second lease on life, she's determined not to miss a thing. What she
doesn't realize is that item #1 comes with a six-foot-one ski god hot enough to melt a polar ice cap. She doesn't
want to miss out on him either, but Hudson Kincaid isn't the type of guy to love and let go. And as gorgeous as
Cedar Ridge is, she's not planning to stick around. As head of ski patrol at his family's resort, Hud thinks he's
seen it all. But never has he run into someone like Bailey.
Genre:
Publisher: Grand Central Publishing

ISBN-13:

9781455586783

Price: $9.49

Form: Mass Market

Pages: 368

Pub. Date: December 2015

Naked Eye
9 781250 079015

by Johansen, Iris

It’s been four months since the events of SIGHT UNSEEN, and Kendra Michaels is obsessed with trying to
track down serial killer Eric Colby. Out of the blue she gets a call from the Sheriff of Olancha about a young
woman being held on a drunk and disorderly charge who lists Kendra as her emergency contact. It’s Eve
Duncan’s sister, Beth, who after being wrongfully institutionalized for five years has been trying to figure out
her life. She takes Beth home to San Diego with her. But the murder of a police detective who had once very
openly crossed swords with Kendra is about to complicate her life even further. Previously published HC 7/15
Genre: FICTION SUSPENSE
Publisher: St. Martin's Press
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9781250079015
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Price: $10.99

Form: Mass Market

Pages: 384

Pub. Date: December 2015
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No Fortunate Son
9 780451 467690

by Taylor, Brad

Pike Logan Thriller #7. Pike Logan and his partner Jennifer Cahill learn that their latest actions have gotten
them fired, despite having saved thousands of innocent lives. Pike’s shock and fury at the news is quickly
redirected when commander Colonel Kurt Hale asks him and Jennifer for help with a personal matter: His niece
Kylie, an exchange student in England, has gone missing. Neither Pike nor Jennifer understands how critical her
disappearance will become. Previously published HC 12/14. PREMIUM MM

Genre: FICTION ACTION & ADVENTURE
Publisher: Penguin Publishing Group

ISBN-13:

9780451467690

Price: $12.99

Form: US-Tall Rack Paperback

Pages: 544

Pub. Date: December 2015

Now That She's Gone
9 780786 029969

by Olsen, Gregg

Waterman and Stark #2. Notorious serial killer Brenda Nevins has cajoled, seduced, blackmailed, and left a trail
of bodies all across Washington State. Now, after a daring prison escape, she is free to carry out her ultimate act
of revenge. The targets: forensic pathologist Birdy Waterman and sheriff’s detective Kendall Stark. The pawn: a
television psychic hungry for fame, ratings, and blood. There’s only way to stop a killer as brutal, brilliant, and
twisted as this: beat her at her own game… PREMIUM MM

Genre:
Publisher: Kensington Publishing Corporat

ISBN-13:

9780786029969

Price: $10.99

Form: Mass Market

Pages: 320

Pub. Date: November 2015

On Thin Icing
9 781250 054258

by Alexander, Ellie

Bakeshop Mystery #3. Jules is thrilled when she's hired to cater a retreat at the nearby Lake of the Woods
Resort. But just as she finds their rhythm in the kitchen and the guests arrive, so does someone from Jules notso-distant past - her estranged husband Carlos. They haven't seen each other in months, and Jules can't believe
that Carlos wants to work on reconciliation while she's in the middle of her biggest job ever. Things go from
bad to worse for Jules when a storm hits and knocks out power. She treks through the snow to the marina for
extra supplies, where she discovers a body resting on the ice.
Genre:
Publisher: St. Martin's Press

ISBN-13:

9781250054258

Price: $9.99

Form: Mass Market

Pages: 304

Pub. Date: December 2015

One Foot in the Grove
9 780425 277225

by Lane, Kelly

First in a delicious new mystery series. When Eva Knox heads home to her family’s olive plantation to regroup
and soak in some Southern charm after a personal scandal, she discovers hiding from her woes is a slipperier
proposition than she imagined - especially after a death on her family’s farm soon makes her the lead suspect in
a murder case. With the police putting the squeeze on her, it’s up to Eva and her sisters, Pep and Daphne, to
catch the killer quickly - because it looks like Eva has been picked as the next victim…

Genre:
Publisher: Penguin Publishing Group

ISBN-13:

9780425277225

Page: 25

Price: $10.49

Form: Mass Market

Pages: 352

Pub. Date: January 2016
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One Rogue at a Time
9 781492 605027

by Lee, Jade

Rakes and Rogues #2. Brant Hallowsby grew up on the fringes of high society; he's neither a commoner nor a
true nobleman. As a bastard son of nobility, he can talk the talk, but ultimately has nothing to lose…and that's
exactly what Bluebell Ballenger needs. Bluebell needs Brant's help so that she can become a perfect English
rose, because, like him, she's both a part of the ton and excluded from it. Brant knows she's hiding something
from him, but as he starts falling for her soft skin and sparkling eyes, it no longer seems to matter.

Genre:
Publisher: Sourcebooks, Incorporated

ISBN-13:

9781492605027

Price: $10.99

Form: Mass Market

Pages: 384

Pub. Date: November 2015

One Step Away : Once upon a Proposal
9 780373 010189

by Woods, Sherryl

REISSUE (11/94) In Berry Ridge, Vermont, Beth Callahan had found a place to start over. She'd started a
successful real estate and design business in the quaint, picturesque town, and she'd even found her perfect
house…where she dreamed of someday living and raising a family. Until a reckless bachelor bought it out from
under her. BONUS BOOK - ONCE UPON A PROPOSAL (11/10) by Allison Leigh - Gabriel Gannon only
needed Bobbie Fairchild to pretend to be his fiancée…but she certainly wouldn't have to pretend she was
attracted to the sexy businessman. And that was the problem…
Genre:
Publisher: Harlequin Enterprises, Limited

ISBN-13:

9780373010189

Price: $7.99

Form: Mass Market

Pages: 480

Pub. Date: November 2015

Paso
9 780312 970741

by Braun, Matt

REISSUE (7/99) & REPACKAGED. It is 1881. El Paso, the wildest border town in an untamed Texas, is at a
crossroads. A booming sin city crawling with corrupt politicians and gunslick outlaws, the town now faces its
greatest challenge: the savagery of the notorious Banning Brothers. Dallas Stoudenmire is the marshal El Paso
has hired to bring a quick end to the Bannings' reign of terror. Bloodshed erupts as the Bannings hire an assassin
to send Stoudenmire to an early grave.

Genre: FICTION WESTERNS
Publisher: St. Martin's Press

ISBN-13:

9780312970741

Price: $9.99

Form: Mass Market

Pages: 256

Pub. Date: July 1999

Patriot Threat
9 781250 058447

by Berry, Steve

Cotton Malone Thriller #10. Cotton Malone, once a member of an elite intelligence division within the Justice
Department known as the Magellan Billet, is now retired and owns an old bookshop in Denmark. But when his
former-boss, Stephanie Nelle, asks him to track a rogue North Korean who may have acquired some top secret
Treasury Department files - the kind that could bring the United States to its knees - Malone is vaulted into a
harrowing twenty-four hour chase that begins on the canals in Venice and ends in the remote highlands of
Croatia. Previously published HC 3/15. PREMIUM MM
Genre: FICTION POLITICAL
Publisher: St. Martin's Press
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9781250058447

Page: 26

Price: $11.99

Form: US-Tall Rack Paperback

Pages: 560

Pub. Date: December 2015
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Perfect Match : A Novel
9 781501 111419

by Picoult, Jodi

In the course of her everyday work, career-driven assistant district attorney Nina Frost prosecutes child
molesters and works determinedly to ensure that a legal system with too many loopholes keeps these criminals
behind bars. But when her own 5-year-old son, Nathaniel, is traumatized by a sexual assault, Nina and her
husband, Caleb, a quiet and methodical stone mason, are shattered, ripped apart by an enraging sense of
helplessness in the face of a futile justice system that Nina knows all too well. Previously published HC 5/02 &
TP 2/03
Genre:
Publisher: Pocket Books

ISBN-13:

9781501111419

Price: $9.99

Form: Mass Market

Pages: 544

Pub. Date: November 2015

Perfect Touch
9 780062 328366

by Lowell, Elizabeth

An art dealer and owner of her own design studio, Sara has worked too hard getting out of the country she once
called home to want to return for more than a brief visit - even for someone as enticing as her new client, Jay
Vermilion, a man with dozens of fine art paintings that could kick her career up into the stratosphere. When Jay
inherits Vermilion Ranch, he vows to restore the family homestead. But first he must settle a vicious battle with
his scheming former stepmother and greedy half-brother over a collection of paintings which belonged to his
late father. Previously published HC 8/15
Genre:
Publisher: HarperCollins Publishers

ISBN-13:

9780062328366

Price: $9.99

Form: Mass Market

Pages: 384

Pub. Date: January 2016

Point Blank
9 781420 135930

by Michaels, Fern

Sisterhood Book 26. The members of the Sisterhood always stand together, and that includes aiding and
protecting the men in their lives. Yoko’s partner Harry Wong has received a phone call from his old schoolmate
Jun Yu. Jun Yu resided at the same temple where Harry’s daughter Lily was training, but they were all forced to
evacuate. Jun Yu’s managed to get his son out, but Lily is missing. And now Jun is trusting Harry to guard the
most precious things in his life - his wife Ling and their two children, whom he has smuggled to America.
Previously published HC 9/15
Genre: AMERICAN LITERATURE
Publisher: Kensington Publishing Corporat

ISBN-13:

9781420135930

Price: $9.99

Form: Mass Market

Pages: 352

Pub. Date: December 2015

Pouncing on Murder : A Bookmobile Cat Mystery
9 780451 476548

by Cass, Laurie

Bookmobile Cat Mystery #4. Springtime in Chilson means it's librarian Minnie Hamilton's favourite time of
year: maple syrup season! But her excitement fades when her favourite syrup provider, Henry Gill, dies in a
sugaring accident. It’s tough news to swallow...even if the old man wasn’t as sweet as his product. On the
bookmobile rounds with her trusty rescue cat Eddie, Minnie meets Adam, the old man's friend, who was with
him when he died. Adam is convinced Henry’s death wasn’t an accident, and fears that his own life is in danger.

Genre: FICTION MYSTERY & DETECTIVE GENERAL
Publisher: Penguin Publishing Group

ISBN-13:

9780451476548

Page: 27

Price: $10.49

Form: Mass Market

Pages: 344

Pub. Date: December 2015
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Preacher's Bloodbath
9 780786 035595

by Johnstone, William W.

First Mountain Man #22. There are a million ways to die in the Rockies - and a million predators, natural or
otherwise. But even a seasoned mountain dweller like Preacher is shocked by the latest horror lurking in the
hills. Trappers are being hunted down like animals. Captured. Murdered. Mutilated. Their hearts carved out of
their chests. Some of the victims were Preacher’s friends. Now two others have gone missing. Preacher is
determined to track them down before they end up on the chopping block. But nothing can prepare him for
what’s waiting at the end of the trail. . .
Genre: AMERICAN LITERATURE
Publisher: Kensington Publishing Corporat

ISBN-13:

9780786035595

Price: $8.99

Form: Mass Market

Pages: 320

Pub. Date: December 2015

President's Shadow
9 780446 553964

by Meltzer, Brad

Culper Ring #3. The alarming discovery of the buried arm has the President's team in a rightful panic. Who
buried the arm? How did they get past White House security? And most important: What's the message hidden
in the arm's closed fist? Indeed, the puzzle inside has a clear intended recipient, and it isn't the President. It's
Beecher, himself. Beecher's investigation will take him back to one of our country's greatest secrets and point
him toward the long, carefully hidden truth about the most shocking history of all: family history. Previously
published HC 6/15
Genre: FICTION POLITICAL
Publisher: Grand Central Publishing

ISBN-13:

9780446553964

Price: $9.49

Form: Mass Market

Pages: 512

Pub. Date: December 2015

Promises : Nightstar Beyond Tomorrow
9 780373 788637

by Michaels, Fern

REISSUE of two classic tales of romance. NIGHTSTAR (6/03) - Caren Ainsley is plucked from obscurity to be
the face of a hot new perfume from Rayven Cosmetics. More than that, she finds herself falling for the
charming Marc Rayven. BEYOND TOMORROW (5/01) - Carly Andrews's predictable life as the manager of a
real estate agency is turned upside down the day Adam Noble commissions her to find his dream house. In Bar
Harbor, Maine, the Noble family is the closest thing to royalty.

Genre:
Publisher: Harlequin Enterprises, Limited

ISBN-13:

9780373788637

Price: $9.99

Form: Mass Market

Pages: 368

Pub. Date: November 2015

Rain on the Dead
9 780425 278079

by Higgins, Jack

Sean Dillon #21. In the past few years, the killing and capture of many Al-Qaeda leaders has left the terrorist
organization wounded - but by no means dead. And they intend to prove it. On a dark summer night, two
Chechen mercenaries emerge from the waters off Nantucket to kill a high-value target, the former president of
the United States, Jake Cazalet. Unfortunately for them, Cazalet has guests with him, including black ops
specialist Sean Dillon and his colleague, Afghan war hero Captain Sara Gideon... Previously published HC
12/14. PREMIUM MM
Genre: FICTION ESPIONAGE
Publisher: Penguin Publishing Group

www.whitehots.com

ISBN-13:

9780425278079

Page: 28

Price: $12.99

Form: US-Tall Rack Paperback

Pages: 352

Pub. Date: December 2015
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Ralph Compton Navarro
9 780451 214690

by Compton, Ralph

REISSUE (4/05) Hardened ex-gunslinger Taos Tommy Navarro turned away Karla Vannorsdell, a rancher’s
granddaugther, when she needed him most. Now, angry and full of guilt, Navarro must track down Karla in the
desert before the Apaches catch her, which won’t be easy. And all that’s certain is that things are going to get
very rough - and very bloody. Nothing will make Karla return to her arrogant, meddling grandfather now that
he’s run off the vaquero she was going to marry. But in a brutal land, love can mean killing the thing you
cherish…
Genre: FICTION HISTORICAL
Publisher: Penguin Publishing Group

ISBN-13:

9780451214690

Price: $8.99

Form: UK- A Format Paperback

Pages: 288

Pub. Date: April 2005

Ralph Compton Outlaw Town
9 781101 990209

by Compton, Ralph

Chancy Gantry and Ollie Teal are honest cow-punchers, riding herd on 1,500 longhorns from Texas to Kansas.
Their trail boss is tough but fair. He’s never lost a hand on a drive and doesn’t aim to start now. So when a cowhand needs a sawbones, Chancy and Ollie are sent to escort the man to a town called Prosperity. At first glance,
the town looks deserted - but the saloon is full. The dusty denizens of Prosperity are happy to help the ailing
cowboy... but they are about to discover that some towns are a lot easier to ride into than to ride out of….

Genre:
Publisher: Penguin Publishing Group

ISBN-13:

9781101990209

Price: $8.99

Form: Mass Market

Pages: 320

Pub. Date: January 2016

Readaholics and the Poirot Puzzle : A Book Club Mystery
9 780451 470843

by DiSilverio, Laura

Book Club Mystery #2. Amy-Faye Johnson’s Readaholics book club is reading Murder on the Orient Express,
and the resolution is stirring up debate. Could such a conspiracy be possible? Well, this is fiction, after all…
Then, just as Amy-Faye is planning the opening of her brother Derek’s pub, his hot-headed partner is murdered.
To keep Derek from being railroaded as a suspect, the Readaholics take a page from Poirot to investigate. But
as the clues lead to unlikely places, surprising motives, and a multitude of suspects, Amy-Faye and her pals
wonder if truth can be just as strange as fiction.
Genre: FICTION MYSTERY & DETECTIVE GENERAL
Publisher: Penguin Publishing Group

ISBN-13:

9780451470843

Price: $10.49

Form: Mass Market

Pages: 326

Pub. Date: December 2015

Rebel Cowboy
9 781492 621249

by Helm, Nicole

Big Sky Cowboys #1. Mel Shaw is determined to keep her family ranch from going under, so she takes on a job
helping some city slicker get his old ranch up and running. And if that means being in tight quarters with the hot
NHL-star-turned-cowboy? Well, she did say she'd do anything for family... After leaving his NHL career
behind, Dan never expected to find a home on his rundown Montana ranch, but with Mel guiding the way, he
finds that and so much more…

Genre:
Publisher: Sourcebooks, Incorporated

ISBN-13:

9781492621249

Page: 29

Price: $10.99

Form: Mass Market

Pages: 384

Pub. Date: January 2016
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Reunion at Cardwell Ranch
9 780373 698783

by Daniels, B. J.

Cardwell Cousins, Book 4. The last of his clan to come home to Big Sky, Montana, Laramie Cardwell wasn't
planning to spend the holidays chasing an elusive cat burglar. He's stunned to discover that the masked, blackclad figure he tackles to the snowy ground is a woman. After a distracting and sizzling kiss, she flees Laramie,
who's knocked senseless by the culprit. Even though he manages to hold on to the stash in the melee, the sexy
thief single-handedly steals Laramie's heart! Now he'll move any mountain to capture the mystery woman
whose kiss still smolders on his lips.
Genre:
Publisher: Harlequin Enterprises, Limited

ISBN-13:

9780373698783

Price: $6.25

Form: Mass Market

Pages: 224

Pub. Date: December 2015

Ride Away
9 780786 037094

by Smith, Cotton

A trailblazing new series about three Texas brothers risking their lives to stake their claim in the great American
dream… Deed Corrigan earned his reputation as a gunfighter - the hard way. But now, after forging cattle trails
and fighting off the Comanche, he’s setting his sights on a brighter future. With the help of his older brother
Blue, a Civil War veteran who lost his arm in battle, Deed turns the Rafter C homestead into a successful,
working cattle ranch. But when a land-grubbing banker tries to wipe out the competition, Deed and Blue have
no choice but to fight back.
Genre: AMERICAN LITERATURE
Publisher: Kensington Publishing Corporat

ISBN-13:

9780786037094

Price: $7.99

Form: Mass Market

Pages: 368

Pub. Date: December 2015

Robert Ludlum's (TM) the Janson Equation
9 781455 577668

by Corleone, Douglas

In the latest thriller, following JANSON OPTION, Paul and Jessica must learn the truth behind a young
woman's murder to prevent a war in Asia - one that could quickly spread to the rest of the world. Prominent
U.S. Senator James Wyckoff hires Janson and Kincaid to locate his teenage son Gregory. Gregory's girlfriend
Lynell has been found strangled in a Seoul hotel, and Gregory has fled the city to avoid being arrested for the
crime. But Senator Wyckoff insists that his son is innocent, suggesting that Lynell, who was a translator, may
have been murdered because of something she overheard. Previously published HC 6/15. PREMIUM MM
Genre:
Publisher: Grand Central Publishing

ISBN-13:

9781455577668

Price: $11.99

Form: Mass Market

Pages: 480

Pub. Date: January 2016

Sage's Eyes
9 781451 650914

by Andrews, V. C.

16-year-old Sage is a lonely child. Her adoptive parents watch her obsessively, as if studying her for warning
signs of… something. And maybe they’re right to - even she can’t make sense of the strange things she sees and
hears. She possesses knowledge that other teenagers don’t, that her parents and teachers - no adult - could
possibly have. So when Sage finally makes a friend who understands her alarming gift, he becomes her
confidant, a precarious link to the truth about who she really is. For Sage and the alluring new boy at school
share many things in common. Perhaps, they’ll learn, far too many things.
Genre:
Publisher: Pocket Books
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9781451650914

Page: 30

Price: $10.99

Form: Mass Market

Pages: 400

Pub. Date: January 2016
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Scorched Eggs
9 780425 269091

by Childs, Laura

Cackleberry Club Mystery #6. As Suzanne is getting her hair coloured at Root 66, she’s stunned to witness the
County Services office next door suddenly go up in flames. Concerned neighbours throng the streets, and the
fire department does their best. Unfortunately, their best isn’t enough to save long time civil service worker and friend to the Cackleberry Club - Hannah Venable. Soon enough, it’s discovered that an accelerant was used
to fan the flames. Someone set the fire on purpose - was Hannah the intended victim? Suzanne, Petra, and Toni
vow to smoke out the culprit. Previously published HC 12/14
Genre: FICTION MYSTERY & DETECTIVE WOMEN SLEUTHS

Price: $10.49

Form: Mass Market

Publisher: Penguin Publishing Group

Pages: 320

Pub. Date: December 2015

ISBN-13:

9780425269091

Shadow Killers
9 780312 972943

by Braun, Matt

REISSUE (2/00) & REPACKAGED. The Reverend Titus Jacoby has come to Cimarron on a mission: to put
himself up as bait for a shadowy coalition of corrupt landowners known as the Santa Fe Ring. But for those who
intend to keep their stranglehold on New Mexico, going after the good Reverend will be a big mistake - because
the fiery-talking man of God is really Cole Braddock, the West's most notorious manhunter operating in
disguise. And with a little help from a lady, Braddock won't leave Cimarron until he forces the conspirators out
into the open - and brings them down...
Genre: FICTION THRILLERS
Publisher: St. Martin's Press

ISBN-13:

9780312972943

Price: $9.99

Form: Mass Market

Pages: 256

Pub. Date: February 2000

Shards Of Hope
9 780425 264041

by Singh, Nalini

Psy-Changeling #14. Awakening in a darkened cell, their psychic abilities blocked, Aden and Zaira break free
from their mysterious prison, only to find themselves in an inhospitable landscape far from civilization - and
hunted by a shadowy enemy who has targeted the Arrow squad. Now Aden will cross any line to give his
people hope for a new future. Zaira has no such hope. Too damaged to return from the abyss, her driving goal is
to protect Aden, the only person who has ever come back for her no matter what. Previously published HC 6/15

Genre:
Publisher: Berkley Jove

ISBN-13:

9780425264041

Price: $10.49

Form: Trade Cloth

Pages: 528

Pub. Date: December 2015

Sinner: a Rizzoli and Isles Novel
9 781101 887394

by Gerritsen, Tess

REISSUE (7/10) NOW IN PREMIUM MM. Rizzoli & Isles #3. Not even the icy temperatures of a typical New
England winter can match the bone-chilling scene of carnage discovered in the early morning hours at the
chapel of Our Lady of Divine Light. Within the sanctuary walls of the cloistered convent, now stained with
blood, lie two nuns - one dead, one critically injured; victims of an unspeakably savage attacker. The brutal
crime appears to be without motive. The disturbing case takes a stunning new turn when another woman is
found murdered in an abandoned building, her features obliterated.
Genre:
Publisher: Random House Publishing Group

ISBN-13:

9781101887394

Page: 31

Price: $12.99

Form: US-Tall Rack Paperback

Pages: 432

Pub. Date: December 2015
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Sixkiller, U. S. Marshal
9 780786 038176

by Johnstone, William W.

The first book in a new series. He was born in the Going Snake District of the Cherokee Nation - and forged a
destiny as bold as his name. John Henry Sixkiller was as fearless as they come. He fought in the 2nd Cherokee
Mounted Rifles, his father’s regiment during the Civil War. Served with the Longhorse Police in Indian territory
upholding the law among five tribes in a time of violence and change. But now, Sixkiller faces his greatest
challenge yet. As a U.S. marshal, he must take on the most notorious outlaws the west has ever seen.

Genre:
Publisher: Kensington Publishing Corporat

ISBN-13:

9780786038176

Price: $8.99

Form: Mass Market

Pages: 368

Pub. Date: January 2016

Small Plates
9 780062 310804

by Page, Katherine Hall

Agatha Award winner Katherine Hall Page presents a book of short stories featuring her famed heroine Faith
Fairchild. For years, Katherine Hall Page has delighted readers with her Faith Fairchild series, each book like a
delicious, hearty meal. Now, Page has set out to satisfy a different appetite. Although most of these stories are
about or involve everyone’s favourite caterer/sleuth Faith Fairchild, Page includes a few stand-alone favourites
as well. Previously published HC 5/14

Genre:
Publisher: HarperCollins Publishers

ISBN-13:

9780062310804

Price: $9.99

Form: Mass Market

Pages: 352

Pub. Date: November 2015

Spider Game
9 780515 156102

by Feehan, Christine

Ghostwalker #12. The Cajun dive wasn’t Trap Dawkins’ idea of fun. But the GhostWalker was only there to
find Cayenne. It’s where she found her victims. Poor suckers. Then again, who wouldn’t want to leave a place
like this with a woman like her? Locked up, experimented on, and never knowing kindness, Cayenne was bred
this way - with a heart of pure venom. Trap understands her. He survived his own dark past - and he shares her
desire for getting even. But now Trap’s greatest danger is Cayenne herself. Because what’s inside her is hard to
control - especially when it’s aroused by a lover as reckless as Trap.
Genre:
Publisher: Penguin Publishing Group

ISBN-13:

9780515156102

Price: $10.49

Form: Mass Market

Pages: 464

Pub. Date: January 2016

Spring at Moss Hill
9 780778 318675

by Neggers, Carla

Swift River Valley #7. Kylie Shaw has found a home and a quiet place to work as an illustrator of children's
books in little Knights Bridge, Massachusetts. No one seems to know her here - and she likes it that way. She
carefully guards her privacy in the refurbished 19th-century hat factory where she has a loft. And then
California private investigator Russ Colton moves in. They're both looking for a place to belong, and if they're
able to let go of past mistakes and learn to trust again, they might just find what they need in Knights
Bridge…and each other.
Genre:
Publisher: Harlequin Enterprises, Limited
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9780778318675

Page: 32

Price: $9.99

Form: Mass Market

Pages: 352
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Starlight
9 780373 281947

by Roberts, Nora

REISSUE (2007) - HIDDEN STAR - She can't remember a thing, not even who she is. But it's clear Bailey
James is in big trouble, and she desperately needs private eye Cade Parris to help her find out just what kind.
CAPTIVE STAR - Someone had set them both up. Now, handcuffed together, bounty hunter Jack Dakota and
bail jumper M. J. O'Leary are on the run from a pair of hired killers.

Genre:
Publisher: Harlequin Enterprises, Limited

ISBN-13:

9780373281947

Price: $9.99

Form: Mass Market

Pages: 448

Pub. Date: November 2015

Starscape : Andromedan Dark: Book One
9 780062 379191

by Douglas, Ian

Galaxies collide in a thrilling new series from bestselling author Ian Douglas, as the last humans in the universe
face off against a new threat 2162. 30 years after first contact, Lord Commander Grayson St. Clair leads the
Tellus Ad Astra on an unprecedented expedition to the Galactic Core, carrying more than a million scientists,
diplomats, soldiers, and AIs. Despite his reservations about their alien hosts, St. Clair is deeply committed to his
people - especially after they're sucked into a black hole and spat out four billion years in the future.

Genre:
Publisher: HarperCollins Publishers Limit

ISBN-13:

9780062379191

Price: $9.99

Form: Mass Market

Pages: 384

Pub. Date: July 2016

Stranger She Loved : A Mormon Doctor, His Beautiful Wife, and an Almost Per ...
9 781250 080387

by Hogan, Shanna

The authoritative true account of a respected doctor who killed his wife in cold blood, and almost got away with
murder. In 2007, Dr. Martin MacNeill - a doctor, lawyer, and Mormon bishop - discovered his wife of 30 years
dead in the bathtub of their Pleasant Grove, Utah home. Days after the funeral when Dr. MacNeill moved his
much younger mistress into the family home, his children grew suspicious. It would take six long years to solve
the mystery of Michele's murder and secure a first-degree murder conviction against the once prominent doctor.
Previously published HC 3/15
Genre:
Publisher: St. Martin's Press

ISBN-13:

9781250080387

Price: $9.99

Form: Mass Market

Pages: 336

Pub. Date: February 2016

Summer of Pearls and Spanish Blood
9 780765 383617

by Blakely, Mike

REISSUE - Two memorable novels from a Spur Award-winning author. SUMMER OF PEARLS (11/01) - The
coming of the railroad nearly spelled the end of the riverboat community of Port Caddo until the Great Caddo
Lake Pearl Rush of 1874. Ben Crowell remembers it well: that summer, he fell in love. That autumn, Judd
Kelso, a local riverboat owner, was killed.. SPANISH BLOOD (9/96) - In 1870, Bart Young heads for the New
Mexico Territory, where he has heard men are making fortunes overnight in land speculation. He expects to be
rich before the year is out. But the ranchers are stubborn and the local officials are corrupt.
Genre:
Publisher: Doherty Associates, LLC, Tom

ISBN-13:

9780765383617

Page: 33

Price: $11.99

Form: Mass Market

Pages: 480

Pub. Date: December 2015
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Susana and the Scot
9 781250 069702

by York, Sabrina

Untamed Highlanders #2. Andrew Lochlannach is famous for his conquests, on and off the battlefield. When a
fellow warrior challenges him to a kissing contest, he wastes no time in planting his lips on 99 lovely lasses - an
impressive feat of seduction that gets him banished to the farmlands. Still, Andrew has no regrets about his
exploits - especially his embrace with the most beguiling woman he's ever met... With flaming red hair and a
temper to match, Susana is not the kind of innocent farmgirl who gives herself over easily to a man, even one as
ruggedly handsome as Andrew.
Genre:
Publisher: St. Martin's Press

ISBN-13:

9781250069702

Price: $9.99

Form: Mass Market

Pages: 368

Pub. Date: December 2015

Suspicion at Seven : A Lois Meade Mystery
9 780425 261798

by Purser, Ann

Lois Meade Mystery #14. After a woman is discovered in the Mill House Hotel, strangled with a silver necklace
beside a bag filled with faux gems, jeweller Donald Black seems like the obvious suspect. But Lois knows
Donald’s wife and can’t believe her husband is a killer. Plus, Donald has an airtight alibi. Nevertheless, Donald
is no angel. He’s running a pyramid scheme, and Lois’s mother is getting sucked in. Could the murder have
anything to do with his unscrupulous business? Previously published HC 12/14

Genre: FICTION MYSTERY & DETECTIVE GENERAL
Publisher: Penguin Publishing Group

ISBN-13:

9780425261798

Price: $10.49

Form: Mass Market

Pages: 296

Pub. Date: December 2015

Thread and Gone
9 781617 730085

by Wait, Lea

Mainely Needlepoint Mystery #3. Mary Clough drops in on the group’s July 4th supper with a question about
an antique needlepoint she’s discovered in her family attic, Angie and her ravelers are happy to look into the
matter. Angie’s best guess is that the mystery piece may have been stitched by Mary, Queen of Scots, famous
not just for losing her head, but also for her needlepointing. For safekeeping, Angie turns the piece over to her
family lawyer, who places it in a safe in her office. But when the lawyer is found dead with the safe open and
ransacked, the real mystery begins...
Genre: AMERICAN LITERATURE
Publisher: Kensington Publishing Corporat

ISBN-13:

9781617730085

Price: $8.99

Form: Mass Market

Pages: 304

Pub. Date: December 2015

To Brew or Not to Brew
9 780425 277690

by Tremel, Joyce

An all-new mystery series set in a Pittsburgh craft brew pub, featuring a brewmaster with a head for sleuthing.
The Allegheny Brew House is a dream come true for Maxine “Max” O’Hara. But before she can start pouring
stouts and lagers to thirsty throngs, there’s trouble on tap. Suspicious acts of sabotage culminate in Max finding
her assistant brewmaster and chef Kurt Schmidt strangled in one of the vats. If someone is desperate enough to
kill to stop her from opening, Max needs to act fast - before her brand-new brew biz totally tanks...

Genre: FICTION MYSTERY & DETECTIVE GENERAL
Publisher: Penguin Publishing Group
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9780425277690

Page: 34

Price: $10.49

Form: Mass Market

Pages: 294

Pub. Date: December 2015
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To Kill a Mockingbird
9 781455 538966

by Lee, Harper
REISSUE & REPACKAGED PREMIUM MASS MARKET EDITION

Genre: FICTION COMING OF AGE
Publisher: Grand Central Publishing

ISBN-13:

9781455538966

Price: $11.99

Form: Mass Market

Pages: 384

Pub. Date: December 2015

Trust No One
9 780515 155815

by Krentz, Jayne Ann

When Grace Elland finds her boss, a successful motivational speaker, murdered, a vodka bottle left nearby is a
message to Grace - a terrifying reminder of her traumatic past. To regroup, Grace retreats to her childhood
home outside of Seattle, where she meets venture capitalist Julius Arkwright, an intense ex-Marine with skills
that Grace can use when it becomes clear she is being stalked. As her boss’s financial empire crumbles around
them, Julius will walk Grace step by step into her past to uncover a devious plan to destroy not only Grace, but
everyone around her as well… Previously published HC 1/15
Genre:
Publisher: Penguin Publishing Group

ISBN-13:

9780515155815

Price: $10.49

Form: Mass Market

Pages: 416

Pub. Date: December 2015

Twice in a Lifetime
9 781455 527267

by Garlock, Dorothy

Clara Sinclair has learned to live one lonely day at a time. It was the only way she managed to survive her
husband's death in WWII and raise their young son alone. But now she's at a loss as to how to handle the defiant
teenager he has become, even as she struggles to keep her family financially afloat. She's fresh out of ways to
turn her luck around - until a daring stranger's unexpected kindness sparks hope she hasn't felt in a long time...
But a vicious and unseen enemy is closing in fast, throwing Drake and Clara's fragile future into a dangerous
tailspin. Can their love survive? Previously published HC & TP 7/15
Genre: AMERICAN LITERATURE
Publisher: Grand Central Publishing

ISBN-13:

9781455527267

Price: $9.49

Form: MM

Pages: 384

Pub. Date: February 2016

Vengeance Is Mine
9 780758 289810

by Fluke, Joanne

REISSUE (11/86) & REPACKAGED. As a family clinic administrator, Michele Layton has seen her share of
suffering. But never anything like this. Not here in St. Cloud, Minnesota. A local activist has been found
murdered, his body frozen like a statue and placed in a Winter Carnival ice sculpture display. Next a vicious
hate crime puts a man in the ICU. And locked away in the Holy Rest mental ward, a deranged man of the cloth
prays for more sinners to be punished - and waits for a sign from above.

Genre: AMERICAN LITERATURE
Publisher: Kensington Publishing Corporat

ISBN-13:

9780758289810

Page: 35

Price: $8.99

Form: Mass Market

Pages: 352

Pub. Date: November 2015
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Vengeance Rider
9 780451 212207

by Compton, Ralph

REISSUE (6/04) Buck Fletcher plans to race his horse for a $10,000 prize - money he needs to send his sick
daughter to a faraway clinic. Then some outlaws steal his steed. Though it’s been ten years since Buck slapped
leather and traded lead with the badmen of the frontier, he’s quick to fasten on his gun belt again for the chase.
The thieves are led by Port Austin, a man who fears no retribution for the lives he takes. But Buck is not alone Doc Holliday, a legend of loyalty and ferocity, rides beside him.

Genre: FICTION WESTERNS
Publisher: Penguin Publishing Group

ISBN-13:

9780451212207

Price: $8.99

Form: Mass Market

Pages: 288

Pub. Date: June 2004

Viscount Risks It All : A Prelude to a Kiss
9 780451 473660

by Knightley, Erin

Prelude to a Kiss #4. Viscount Derington learned his lesson when his childhood love was swept off her feet by
another man before Dering could declare himself. The experience taught him never to risk what he wasn’t
willing to lose. Lady Felicity Danby had everything in life until the moment her husband died, turning her world
upside down. A year and a half later, she finds comfort in her old childhood friend, but is taken off guard when
passion begins to simmer between them. She’s already lost everything once - can she possibly risk her heart a
second time?
Genre:
Publisher: Penguin Publishing Group

ISBN-13:

9780451473660

Price: $10.49

Form: Mass Market

Pages: 336

Pub. Date: January 2016

War Everlasting
9 780373 615810

by Pendleton, Don

SuperBolan #178. A flight carrying military service personnel goes down in the Bering Sea, and the rescue team
vanishes without a trace. Called in to investigate, Mack Bolan goes undercover in an Alaskan fishing city and
hones in on a criminal empire fronted by a ruthless union boss. Bolan targets their prime operations one by one,
and goes up against their army of criminals. On a desolate ring of islands, Bolan discovers that an active
volcano isn't the only force about to blow.

Genre:
Publisher: Harlequin Enterprises, Limited

ISBN-13:

9780373615810

Price: $7.99

Form: Mass Market

Pages: 320

Pub. Date: December 2015

Wild Cat
9 780515 156096

by Feehan, Christine

Leopard Novel #7. Siena Arnotto had no idea of her Leopard bloodline - until she was thrust into a mysterious
revenge plot that left her grandfather dead, and Siena vulnerable to a killer. Now, among her grandfather’s
shady inner circle there’s only one man Siena can trust. He’s Elijah Lospostos, demanding and sensual with a
temper as hot as his body. What he’s bringing out in Siena is the feline within, and a desire so raw, so wild, and
so feral it may be the only thing that can save them.

Genre:
Publisher: Penguin Publishing Group
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9780515156096

Page: 36

Price: $10.49

Form: Mass Market

Pages: 432

Pub. Date: November 2015
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Wild Cowboy Ways
9 781455 534876

by Brown, Carolyn

The first book in the Lucky Penny Ranch cowboy series. Allie Logan isn't the type to land a hot hunk of
cowboy. Truth is, she's given up on dating since shedding her no-good ex. But the new owner of the most
ramshackle ranch in Texas might just change her mind about that. He's six-foot-plus of tall, dark, and charming
- the kind of guy who could make a girl throw caution to the wind . . . or the kind of guy who could break her
heart.

Genre: FICTION ROMANCE GENERAL
Publisher: Grand Central Publishing

ISBN-13:

9781455534876

Page: 37

Price: $9.49

Form: Mass Market

Pages: 384

Pub. Date: December 2015
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